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1. Introduction 

This Work Plan for the Environmental Management Support Programme or EMSP covers the 
twelve months from 01 October 2011 to 30 September 2012. The EMSP is a four year 
comprehensive capacity building programme in Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment 
(MONRE), Lao PDR funded by the Government of Finland through a 9.5 million euros grant and 
with a Government of Lao PDR contribution of 460,000 euros.  

The overall objective of the EMSP is “Securing clean environment, environmental health and 
livelihoods of people affected by large-scale development or infrastructure projects trough credible 
strategic planning, environmental certification and information sharing in Lao PDR”. 

In accordance with the approach in the revised Programme Document of the EMSP, all activities 
planned under the programme are an integral part of the execution of the mandate and functions of 
MONRE, DONREs and other government departments including Department of Industry, MOIC 
that form part of the programme implementation. 

EMSP is comprised of the following six Components: 

Component 1: Integrating environmental issues into strategic planning 

Component 2: Environmental permitting, monitoring and enforcement 

Component 3: Strengthening environmental management at the provincial level 

Component 4: Communication and information services 

Component 5: Environmental laboratory services 

Component 6: Programme Management 

2. Context and Approach 

The progress of EMSP during the first year of implementation (October 2010 – September 2011) is 
reported in the EMSP Annual Progress Report 2010-2011. In general, the implementation of 
component activities has progressed in a slower pace than originally planned and targeted outputs 
have in several cases not been fully met within the set timeframes and only about half of the annual 
budget has been spent. The PMU has undertaken an in-depth and critical assessment of the 
progress of the Programme and has found that the causes can be tracked back to three main 
issues: 

a) The formation of the new Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment; The 

formation of MONRE was officially announced in June 2011 and the proposed structure of 

the ministry, mandate and filling of management positions is now under consideration by the 

Government with a final decision expected within October 2011. First of all, this has to be 
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recognized as a crucial and very important step forward towards improving environmental 

and natural resources management in the country and it is therefore directly contributing to 

the achievement of the overall objectives of EMSP. However, in the short term, as with any 

organizational changes this inevitably puts focus and attention on organizational matters 

rather than on implementation of technical functions, which includes Programme activities. 

Furthermore, decisions on use of Programme funds have in some cases been put on hold 

until it has become clear which part of the new organization should be responsible for 

implementation of the activities to which such funds were allocated. On the Programme 

Management level, the uncertainties in terms of roles and responsibilities have also spurred 

a tendency towards ensuring confirmation of approval from the Minister of MONRE on even 

minor activities instead of simply following the usual procedures. Adding another and in 

many cases strictly speaking unnecessary layer of reporting and approval to an already 

somewhat cumbersome process was not foreseen when the work plan was conceived and 

has therefore caused delays and even rescheduling of activities to the next work plan 

period. 

b) New financial management regulations and inexperienced financial management 

staff; shortly prior to the commencement of EMSP a set of new financial management and 

procurement regulations were endorsed by the Ministry of Finance. These regulations were 

not only new to the financial management staff of the PMU, but they are also time 

consuming, demanding in terms of workload and complicated to follow. None of the 

financial management staff had any prior experience with these or similar regulations and 

they have struggled trying to understand and follow the procedures. In particular this has 

affected procurement. The general low capacity in financial management of a programme 

such as EMSP and inexperience in the use of accounting software combined with the 

resignation of the financial management adviser in June 2011 have all been factors in the 

struggles to maintain a smooth implementation of activities. In addition, the lessons learned 

from the first year of implementation clearly show that the operational procedures 

developed for the programme have not matched the formation of the new ministry and has 

naturally not taken into account the prolonged transition period.  

c) Transition from Project to Programme Approach; the transition from project to 

programme approach meant that major parts of the Programme Document had to be 

rewritten including a methodical review and revision of the Log Frame. Although, a revision 

of the project document had been expected, the scope of this undertaking turned out to be 

considerably more time and resource demanding than planned. The programme approach 

also added to the reporting and planning workload of the component coordinators, and it 

gradually became evident that it would be beneficial for activity implementation if this 

workload could be reduced such as has now been agreed to report progress on a quarterly 

basis instead of every month. 

The programme approach relies on participatory processes driven by the implementing 

departments and divisions, and the processes are heavily depending on good coordination 

among the involved parties. This often requires several cycles of drafting, review and 

revision at different levels and there is no doubt that this has taken time away from 

implementation of activities. These elements of the programme approach are crucial to the 

success of the programme and they should not be blamed for delays, but must be further 

strengthened, streamlined and integrated into the daily and regular management at division 
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and department level. This leads to the other core element of the programme approach, 

which is that EMSP is there to help and support MONRE with undertaking its core mandate 

and functions. Such support may include both building capacity in technical as well as 

management matters. Support to management at division level has emerged as a key area, 

previously under prioritized, but which can boost and speed up implementation of EMSP; 

because, generally speaking the work planning, which every department and division 

should be conducting, should not be much different from the work planning under EMSP. A 

division or department may of course have additional activities, but all EMSP activities 

should in principle be an integral part of the division/department’s work plan and the work 

planning for EMSP should be part of the normal division/department work planning. That 

understanding has not filtered down through the organization and that is one of the 

explanations for the additional workload that the component coordinators have endured. 

This further points to the need for building capacity on management matters including work 

planning, internal and external communication, tracking and following-up on plan 

implementation and personnel management. It certainly will take more time and efforts to be 

fully understood, developed and utilized by the implementing departments and divisions. 

The approach for this 2011-2012 Annual Work Plan takes into account the lessons learned from 

the first year of implementation and the approach has been tailored to match the current 

implementation context of EMSP mainly of course the formation of MONRE and the subsequent 

transition and consolidation period. 

In summary the overall approach for 2011-2012 can be divided in four parts: 

a) Refocusing on building capacity in management; the Programme Document emphasizes 

the importance of building capacity not only in technical skills but also in management; 

especially for a new organization such as MONRE, good management is vital for the ability 

of the organization to carry out its roles and responsibilities. During the coming year, 

support will be provided to management in terms of personnel management, work planning 

(division level), coordination and tracking of progress, performance assessment and record 

keeping. 

b) Professionalize execution of functions through support and capacity building on real cases 

and demonstration projects. In general, staff capacity, procedures and guidelines will be 

developed through a combination of intensive training courses based on real cases, and 

gaining professional experiences through practice under supervision and guidance by 

senior officers and advisers. 

c) Training on basic natural and social sciences; this involves further exploring and developing 

cooperation with NUOL and Thai universities to provide short courses for MONRE and 

DONRE staffs in basic science subjects. 

d) Streamlining Programme Management; Focus will be put on following the procedures in the 

Operational Manual and make any revisions to the procedures if they are too cumbersome. 

Close attention will be paid on any risk of delays or cancellations of activities. 
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3. Work Plan Preparation 

The annual work plan has been prepared based on the same procedures as for the first and 
second six months work plan for the first year of the programme. Namely, the work plan for each 
component has been prepared by the respective National Component Coordinators (NCCs) and 
their teams in accordance with the revised programme document with assistance from the TA 
Team and under supervision by the NPD and CTA. The preparation of the work plan has 
undergone several rounds of consultations and coordination meetings both within each component 
and among all components. The proposed activities of each component were discussed within 
EMSP Management Unit and then the draft annual work plan was submitted to the representative 
of the MFA for confirmation before approval by the Coordination Committee on 11 October 2011. 

4. Work Plan 2011-2012 

4.1 Component 1- Integrating Environmental Issues into Strategic Planning 

4.1.1 Objectives  

The immediate objective of Component 1 is that the role of MONRE in merging environmental 
aspects into national strategic plans is recognized by the line ministries and MPI. 

The specific indicators for the component purpose are: 

 Number of national strategic plans where SEA is applied according to agreed procedures 

 Number of SEAs where MONRE is contributing and quality of involvement 

4.1.2 Approach 

The approach in this period is a continuation of the SEA training conducted during the first year of 
EMSP, but now moving into building capacity in SEA through practice on a full scale SEA 
demonstration project at provincial level. This will explore how to ensure good coordination and 
involvement of stakeholders, and contribute to identify roles and responsibilities of concerned 
government organizations which will then be analysed and incorporated into a SEA Decree, the 
previously drafted SEA guidelines and procedures. 

The SEA demonstration project is expected to be carried out by Oudomxay Provincial 
Administration and departments in close coordination and under supervision and guidance by 
MONRE. This will be done in cooperation between Component 1 and 3, where the budget will 
come from Component 3 and the results will contribute to Component 1. 

In parallel at central level, Component 1 will prepare a draft SEA Decree, which will be submitted to 
the Ministry of Justice in alignment with the schedule for the revision of the EPL. 

The draft law will then be submitted to Ministry of Justice and the Division of Policy and Law will be 
working together with the Department of Law, Ministry of Justice in November/December 2011 to 
prepare the law for submission to the Government in February 2012. However, this schedule will 
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be adjusted to take into account the completion and approval of MONRE’s mandate and 
organizational structure. 

In terms of the NEAP, a national consultation workshop will be organized where after the plan will 
be revised and submitted to the Minister of MONRE for approval. 

4.1.3 Activities 

Results / Activities Milestone/Expected Results 

Result 1.1: GOL capacity in SEA methodology is developed and utilized by MONRE, MPI and line 
ministries 

 Develop Decree on SEA  

 Consultation workshop on draft SEA Decree within 
MONRE and  working group members from line ministries 

 Development and revision of SEA guidelines 

 Study tour 

 Draft Decree on SEA consulted 
with concerned sectors 

 Draft SEA Guideline 

 

 

 

Result 1.2. The Environmental Action Plans for the National Environmental Strategy to 2020 are 
prepared and implemented in a participatory manner 

 Consultation workshops in order to finalize NEAP(2011-
2015) 

 Final draft of NEAP approved 

Result 1.3 SEA is applied in preparation of the socio-economic plan, urban and sector planning at 
the national level, according to agreed procedures 

 Applying SEA in least one strategic planning process   SEA demonstration project 
practicing SEA on provincial plan 
applying the draft SEA guidelines 
and providing feedback to the 
guideline and SEA procedures 

 

4.1.4 Implementers 

Division of Policy and Law, Department of Environment, MONRE.  

4.1.5 Groups involved in activities 

Ministry of Planning and Investment, Ministry of Energy and Mines, Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry, Ministry of Public Works and Transport, Ministry of Health, and other concerned line 
ministries, National Land Management Authority, All Departments of MONRE and DONREs. 

4.1.6 Inputs 

International Consultants 

 Environmental Law Expert Mr Norman Sheridan 

 Strategic Planning Expert Dr Wanpen Wirojanagud and Dr Rittirung Junggoth 
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National Consultants 

 National Lao consultant 

 National Planning Consultant 

Equipment 

 Computers, printer, scanner and others. 

4.2 Component 2- Environmental Permitting, Monitoring and Enforcement 

4.2.1 Objectives  

The purpose of this component is that: “The social and environmental impacts of major mining, 
hydropower, industrial and infrastructure projects are properly regulated and monitored by 
MONRE”. 

The specific indicators for the component purpose are: 

 Percentage of major projects with relevant, enforceable environmental and social 
conditions from all major projects 

 Planned monitoring activities are implemented effectively and transparently 

 Effectiveness of mechanisms for submitting and following up complaints about 
environmental nuisances or social grievances that are available to all interested 
groups and persons affected by major projects 

Some further minor adjustments to the indicators are contemplated and will be presented together 
with the Baseline Study in the Annual Progress Report. 

4.2.2 Approach 

The approach in component 2 builds on the achievements of SEM II and other donor interventions 
in the field of ESIA capacity. The Programme design relies heavily on on-the-job training through 
sector specific technical and legal assistance in real cases of licensing, compliance monitoring and 
enforcement.   

Compliance with environmental regulations will also be facilitated by supporting good practices in 
self-monitoring and promoting safe chemical management in industry in complementing end-of-
pipe pollution control measures. Partnership and division of tasks between MONRE and MOIC is 
bridged by sponsoring these promotion activities through MOIC. 

In addition, studies will be conducted and initiatives taken to support the sustainability of inspection 
and monitoring tasks in MONRE.  

Finding a highly qualified national short-term legal advisor has approved very challenging. 
Therefore the baseline study of 2 certificates from 4 sectors and development of model certificates 
has been rescheduled. Thus in the present work plan, the legal aspects of model ECC will be 
covered by International/national short-term law consultant and technical aspects by EMSP TA in 
guidance of a steering group consisting of members from DESIA and EMSP. A SWOT analysis of 
current certification process in a workshop will reveal the direction the ECCs shall be developed to. 
The model ECCs will be presented to concerned agencies in consultation workshops. 

Component 2 will continue supporting DESIA staffs in EIA process with providing guidelines and 
on-the-job training in reviewing EIA reports with the support of international short-term EIA experts. 
Development of the guidelines is done in close cooperation with the UNDP PEI project. Developers 
and consultants are given the opportunity to give their input to the guidelines. 
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Experience has shown that many problems related to the timely review of the EIA reports are 
actually management issues. Thus these will be targeted in the on-the-job training in form of 
supporting the EIA centres in terms of management at division level. This will include assistance to 
daily work planning, coordination and tracking of progress, personnel management, performance 
assessment and record keeping. 

A new element in the work plan concerns facilitation of public participation in ESIA. This includes 
assistance and on-the-job training of ESIA staff on their roles and responsibilities in terms of 
gender and ethnic considerations in the EIA process with special emphasis on how to encourage 
women and other vulnerable groups to raise their voices, and assistance to ESIA Department with 
respect to its role and responsibility on managing and responding to comments from stakeholders 
and the public in connection with the EIA review process. In addition to that component 2 will assist 
the department in making information on EIA available to the public as soon as the MONRE 
website has been established. 

The difficult issue of overlapping mandates inside MONRE will be tackled in a step wise process. 
The overall mandates of the departments in MONRE are under consideration for approval by the 
Prime Minister and will form part of a decree on MONRE. Once this decree has been issued, a 
more detailed division of labor with respect to environmental inspection will be elaborated. Here a 
team from EMSP will work together with the concerned departments under direction of the Director 
Generals of those departments and prepare a proposal for division of labor to be presented and 
approved by the Leadership of MONRE. A similar procedure could be followed when clarifying the 
same issues with Line Ministries and their agencies as well as with concerned provincial agencies.  

Standard Operation Procedures (SOP) will be improved with help of inspection plans, guidelines 
and checklists. EMSP TA will prepare draft documents which will then be discussed in internal 
workshops and used and tested during on-the-job training. The guidelines and checklists will how 
to consult or engage with the affected people and herewith with women and other vulnerable 
groups. Inspection plans will be done for each EIA Centre and PCD together with the staff and as 
part of the management framework. Development of SOP will require input of national/international 
short-term experts. 

MOIC selects with EMSP support industries which are interested in implementing self-monitoring 
and environmental management system. Self-monitoring guidelines for major industrial sectors will 
be prepared. International short-term experts will be engaged in the training and preparation of the 
guidelines. 

MOIC central and provincial staff has received intensive technical training on industrial wastewater 
management. Inspectors from EIA Centre for Mining and Industry and Pollution Control Division 
have participated in this training. Further two training packages - air/noise and chemical/waste 
management - are intended to be conducted during this planning period.  

During this period component 2 will commence activities for the result 2.4 “Financial sustainability 
of compliance monitoring has improved” starting with a baseline study of present financial 
mechanism, its legal background and use. 

4.2.3 Activities 

Results / Activities Milestone/Expected Outcomes 

Result 2.1: Good practices in preparing environmental certificates in MONRE 
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Results / Activities Milestone/Expected Outcomes 

 Development of a model ECC 

 On-the-Job support to licensing 

 Build capacity of DESIA in applying river basin 
modelling 

 Juridical training for licensing officers 

 Facilitating public participation in ESIA 

 Model ECC developed 

 DESIA staff reviews 50 % of EIA reports 
in required time 

 DESIA staff knows when and what kind of 
a model should be required 

 DESIA staff has a basic idea of how to 
formulate conditions, when to impose 
penalties and how to collect evidence 

 DESIA staff feeds information about on-
going EIA projects into MONRE website 

Result 2.2: Sustainable inspection and compliance enforcement system for 
environmental conditions and standards in place in MONRE 

 Baseline study of legislation overlapping with 
MONRE mandates and assessment of revision 
needs 

 Intensive environmental and technical training to 
inspectors 

 Training of trainers for inspectors 

 Further development of standard operation 
procedures including provisions for consultation 
with affected groups  

 Training, tools and systems to ensure collection of 
sex and age disaggregated data in participatory 
monitoring and consultation activities  

 Database system for inspection follow-up and 
emission inventory 

 Division of labour finalized 

 Basic knowledge of respective issues 

 IEE/EIA writing, reviewing and monitoring 
guidelines and monitoring minimum 
requirements prepared 

 Inspection guidelines and  checklists 
prepared for 2 sectors 

 Inspectors include gender and other 
cross-cutting issues in the inspections 

 Inspection database established and 
inspectors trained in using it 

Result 2.3: Polluting industry is practicing self-monitoring and using env. management 
systems to control hazardous emissions 

 Baseline studies and case studies in industry 

 Preparation of guidelines for SM 

 Training and intensive training in SM and EMS and 
chemical safety 

 OJT for inspectors 

 Case studies about SM prepared for x 
industries 

 SM guidelines prepared for x industrial 
sectors 

Result 2.4: Financial sustainability of compliance monitoring has improved 
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Results / Activities Milestone/Expected Outcomes 

 Initiatives and studies to improve the coverage of 
financial obligations from projects 

 Introduction of new financial mechanisms & their 
application through workshops, working groups and 
drafting of decrees and guidelines 

 Baseline study of present financial 
mechanisms 

 

4.2.4 Implementers 

DESIA is responsible for conducting baseline study of issued certificates and developing inspection 
plans and Model ECC 

Pollution Control Division, Department of Environment is responsible for developing its own 
inspection plan 

MOIC (Department of Industry, Environment Division) is responsible for conducting baseline and 
case studies on industrial environmental management capacity and development of inspection plan 
for its own purposes 

4.2.5 Groups involved in activities 

MEM, MOIC, MAF, MPW and DONREs 

4.2.6 Inputs 

International Consultants 

 Legal Expert, Mr Alex Sanford 

 EIA and IPPC Experts, Mr Jean Noel Duff / Mr Jorma Jantunen (SYKE) 

 Modelling Experts, Mr Henning Mejer / Mr Mika Marttunen 

 Environmental Permitting Expert, Mr Erkki Kantola 

 Environmental Engineering Experts, Dr Thares Srisatit / Ms Kim Yen 

 Industry inspection expert, Mr Raimo Lilja (SYKE) 

 Mining and Environment Expert, Olli Ilmari Salo (SYKE) 

 Hydropower and Environment Expert, NN (SYKE) 

National Consultants 

 Environment management consultant, Mr Xiong Tsechalicha 

 Environment law consultant, N.N. 

Equipment 

 Refer to the work plan matrix 
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4.3 Component 3 - Strengthening Environmental Management at the Provincial Level 

4.3.1 Objectives  

The immediate objective of this component is that the Provincial Departments of Natural Resources 
and Environment (DONREs) are capable of conducting their tasks according to their legal mandate 
in an effective manner.   

 The specific indicators for the component purpose are: 

 Number of significant environmental impacts investigated, reported and followed up by 
DONREs  

 Number of inspections conducted by DONREs according to agreed procedures 

 Number and quality of IEE certificates prepared by DONREs according to agreed 
procedures 

4.3.2 Approach 

The approach to capacity building in Component 3 during 2011-2012 work plan is to address both 
institutional and human resources capacity building. This will be undertaken through the following 
four areas of assistance: 

1. Two demonstration projects; one on water quality monitoring in three provinces located 
in the Nam Ngum Basin, and the second on applying SEA on the Integrated Spatial Plan 
and socio-economic plans in Oudomxay. The demonstration projects will involve on-the-
job training, workshop training, field surveying and involvement of communities. These 
two demonstration project will be implemented until end of December 2012 whereas the 
annual work plan ending is September 2012. Therefore, it is proposed that the funding 
for those two demonstration project shall be used until end of December 2012. 

2. Assistance and training on finalization of the Provincial Environmental Action Plans 
through on-the-job training and training workshops; 

3. On-the-job training provided by national advisers stationed in the selected provinces, 
international advisers during missions and experienced MONRE or DONRE officials. 
This will include support to inspection and issuance of certificates for IEEs; 

4. Basic financial support to all provinces and provision of scholarships to selected staff 
members; 

During the first year of EMSP, many of the activities of component 3 have had to be postponed due 
to slow implementation of the programme. Considerable time and efforts have been spent on 
Inception Report and Baseline Study, revising the Logical Framework Matrix, Cooperation Matrix, 
developing selection criteria for demonstration projects and needs assessment forms. These 
planning and management activities, particularly the needs assessment have slowed down some 
of the other planned activities. 

The recent formation of MONRE at central level and DONREs at provincial level and the related 
ongoing work to set-up the internal organizational structures and allocate roles and responsibilities 
to each department and division, may affect the scheduled implementation of activities under 
Component 3. In order to prevent unnecessary delays or cancellations, all activities at provincial 
level will be carefully planned, revisited and adjusted to take into account the new structures and 
organizational set-up as and when these structures and organizational set-up are in place. 

Demonstration Projects 
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Two demonstration projects have been selected and approved for implementation during this work 
plan period.  

The first demo project is on Integrated Water Quality Management in Nam Ngum River Basin. The 
project will demonstrate and build capacity in integrated environmental management in a sub-basin 
of Nam Ngum River Basin. Water quality monitoring will be the fulcrum of the project. The project 
activities will comprise monitoring of water quality, identification, mapping and inspection of 
pollution sources, and enforcement of laws and regulations related to water quality. The project will 
develop and implement coordination and communication mechanisms between local 
administrations, the Nam Ngum River Basin Committee and the Ministry of Natural Resources and 
Environment in combination with organizing and involving local environmental volunteers in 
environmental monitoring and arrangement of information and awareness activities. The target 
provinces are Luang Prabang, Xieng Khuang and Vientiane provinces. 

The Project shall serve as a model for water quality management in other river basins throughout 
the country. Procedures and systems for sampling, in-situ measurements, laboratory analyses, 
certification, data management and communication will be developed, trailed and finally adopted as 
standards for water quality management. 

A separate detailed project description has been prepared and approved at the Coordination 
Committee Meeting held on 11 October 2011. 

The second demo project is on application of SEA on provincial level. The target province is 
Oudomxay Province and the concept for this project includes undertaking a SEA of the current 
Integrated Spatial Plan (ISP) for the province and its districts in order to improve the environmental 
and social assessment aspects of the ISP and strengthen the support to sustainable investment 
planning in the province.  This is especially timely particularly as Oudomxay is now in the process 
of developing their provincial investment strategy and identifying opportunities for an Investment 
Calling List. The demo project will work closely together with the Ministry of Planning and 
Investment and the Poverty and Environment Initiative (UNDP funded project with MPI working in 
Oudomxay). This demo project will be an important learning ground and basis for testing the draft 
SEA guidelines and for developing procedures and defining roles and responsibilities of 
government organizations. 

At the end of the work plan period, the demonstration projects will be evaluated and a workshop 
with representatives from all provinces will be organized to initiate drafting of the next set of demo 
projects. 

The remaining funding for demonstration projects will be allocated to eligible proposals for 
implementation during the in third or fourth year of EMSP. The two demonstration projects in this 
work plan will provide valuable lessons learned for the design of the projects to follow. 

PEAPs 

Since PEAPs are the framework for environmental management in the provinces, the Component 
will continue to support and assist with the finalization of the PEAPs. The Component will recruit 
and assign 3 provincial environment advisors (PA) to be stationed in selected provinces and 
support the provinces in that area or region. A key element in this training will be on baseline data 
analysis, which is the foundation for a proper PEAP and often a weakness in PEAPs. Another 
important element will be on application of environmental assessment tools in order to identify 
priority environmental issues. 

Inspection and licensing 
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Capacity building on inspection and licensing will be provided through on-the-job training and 
specific training courses. This will be done in close collaboration with the similar capacity building 
at central level and using the guidelines and checklists developed under Component 2. 

A follow-up intensive training course on water quality monitoring will be carried out for staff of 
Xekong Province and staff from neighboring provinces.  

Basic support 

Component 3 will continue to work on providing basic support to all 17 provinces. It is recognized 
that some of the provinces have received technical assistance and financial support during 
previous donor projects and have built-up some capacity to carry out their tasks, while other 
provinces have not had the same opportunities and therefore need more assistance. In this regard, 
the Component will complete the needs assessment for each province with identification of 
particular needs and the environmental situation in their area.  Based on the result of this 
assessment, the Component will inform and work directly with each province in preparing and 
implementing the detailed support plan in each province. 

Budget reallocations 

The original budget of Component 3 has no budget for office running. Therefore, Component 3 has 
reallocated 2,220 euros from the budget line for national industrial consultant towards office 
running. The amount will cover purchasing ink, A4 paper, communication costs with line ministries, 
provincial and central office.  

Component 3 will have a saving on purchase of vehicles of 21,453 euros. A portion amounting to 
8,000 euros of this saving has been allocated to cover the costs of the handover to the eleven 
provinces that each will receive a vehicle. The cost includes ceremony, insurance, fuel, 
transportation and accommodation for representatives of the provinces. The remaining 13,453 
euros has been allocated towards implementation of activities under Component 3. 

4.3.3 Activities 

Results / Activities Milestone/Expected Results 

Result 3.1: Priority DONREs preparing and implementing provincial environmental action 
plan in selected environmental issues 

 Communication and cooperation with DONREs in revising 
and finalizing PEAPs 

 OJT training in finalization of PEAPs 

 Provincial dissemination of PEAPs  

 Implementation and monitoring of 2 demonstration projects 

 All PEAPs approved 

 Project proposals and detailed 
project document of demonstration 
projects approved 

 Six month progress report of 
demonstration project 

 Project completion report of 
demonstration project 

Result 3.2. DONRE staff have adequate compliance monitoring and sampling skills 

 On-the-job support to DONREs in inspections and EMU 
task 

 Case-by-case inspection checklist 
prepared; OJT Launched 
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Results / Activities Milestone/Expected Results 

 Intensive training on environmental monitoring and 
inspection (ToT by C2) 

 Conduct intensive training on environmental monitoring 
and inspection 

 Intensive training course on water quality monitoring 
(cooperation with C5) 

 Training on sampling for selected DONRE personnel under 
certification scheme (to be provided by C5) 

 Inspection reports 

 First phase of WQ Monitoring under 
Certification Scheme complete 

Result 3.3 Relevant environmental conditions issued in the IEE approvals in the priority 
provinces. 

 Technical assistance to Lung Prabang, Vientiane Capital, 
Khammuan and Champassak in IEE review and approval  
(cooperation with C2) 

 Training on IEE through selected cases (To be conducted 
as a part of demonstration project and with cooperation 
with C2) 

 Number and quality of IEE reports 
approved and number of ECC 
issued 

 Training launched 

Result 3.4 Basic working conditions and skills in all provinces 

 Missions to 17 provinces (program monitoring mission) 

 Training on annual planning and reporting 

 Long term training - Eight scholarships 

 Selection of DONRE staffs (selection will be made by 
DONREs) 

 Mission reports 

 8 DONRE staff are selected for long 
terms training/study 

 Some DONRE staff receiving 
certificates 

 

4.3.4 Implementers 

 Environment Promotion Division, Department of Environment.  

 Provincial Department of Natural Resource and Environment. 

4.3.5 Groups involved in activities 

 Government organizations at provincial level. 

 Local communities at district and village level. 

4.3.6 Inputs 

International Consultants 

 Awareness and Promotion Expert, Mrs Gabriela Factor 

 SEA and Water Quality Expert, Dr Wanpen Wirojanagud, (PEAP and demo projects) 

 Environmental Action Planning Expert, Dr Rittirong Junggoth, (demo projects) 
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 Environmental Management Expert, Ms Kim Yen (demo projects) 

 GIS Expert, Mr Chorn Nak (demo projects) 

 Water Sampling Experts, Mr Suriya Sappaso & Mr Sawang Saenkaew (demo projects) 

National Consultants 

 National Environmental Advisor (NA) 

 Three National Provincial Environmental Advisors (PA) 

Equipment 

Part of this Component is to provide basic support and equipment to all DONREs depending on the 
findings of the survey and applications from the Provincial Administrations; 

It is planned to procure eleven vehicles for eligible DONREs. However, this will be managed by the 
EMSP Management Unit. 

 

4.4 Component 4 – Communication and Information Services 

4.4.1 Objectives 

The purpose of component 4 is: 

MONRE is able to deliver high-quality, relevant and timely environmental messages, data and 
information services to MONRE partners and stakeholders  

The specific indicators for the component purpose are: 

- Delivery of environmental information and data to different user groups (e.g. through 
MONRE website) 

- Awareness of MONRE partners in priority environmental issues 

- Basic data structure order (internal network, data security, information management & GIS 
strategy, hardware and software) 

4.4.2 Approach  

During the first year of EMSP, the IT related activities of Component 4 (Results 4.1 and 4.2) have 
included a baseline IT needs assessment in the former MONRE, design of a website for EMSP 
including training of staff in basic website maintenance, and some initial modifications to the 
existing environment databases.  

With the recent formation of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (MONRE) which 
incorporates all the departments in the now dissolved MONRE, new challenges and opportunities 
have emerged for Component 4 and the work plan for 2011/2012 has been designed to meet these 
issues. 

As of writing this document, the mandate and organizational structure of MONRE have not been 
determined. This means that there are uncertainties on delegation of roles and responsibilities 
regarding data and information management in the Ministry. However, it is clear that with the 
merger of water, air, land, forest and minerals in one ministry, the opportunities for establishing 
integrated data and information systems are evident and should be exploited.  

Therefore, the approach in Component 4 is to move ahead with those activities that do not depend 
too much on organizational structures. This involves design and synchronization of data and 
information systems, overall design of the MONRE website and developing services and products 
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for the various groups of users. It is also planned that IT infrastructure, which has already been 
determined will be purchased and installed. The activities on developing the State of Environment 
Report will also continue with further data collection, analysis and consultation workshops with 
stakeholders. 

In terms of developing data and information services (productizing), Component 4 will be engaged 
in the Nam Ngum Water Quality Monitoring Demonstration Project and be responsible for providing 
a water quality database combined with web-mapping system and upgrade these systems based 
on recommendations from the users. 

In parallel with this, Component 4 will engage directly in the development of effective and efficient 
data and information management structures in the Ministry. This activity will involve development 
of proposals for organizing on the one hand management of information technology infrastructure 
(servers, computer networks, website, data security), and on the other hand design and 
management of environmental and natural resources data and information tools. It seems likely 
that the Cabinet will continue to be responsible for managing servers, computer networks, MONRE 
website etc. and that each department will be responsible for maintaining their respective 
department webpages; however, when it comes to sophisticated database tools etc. this should be 
designated to a group of specialists with background in both computer science and environment 
and natural resources located in one or more of the technical departments. 

Once such organisational issues have been decided on, the Component will continue with the 
implementation of the developed data and information management systems and products in the 
designated parts of the Ministry. This activity will commence with conducting a complementary IT 
needs assessment for the new organization. 

Result 4.3 will continue on developing MONRE and priority DONREs capacity in communicating 
environmental priority issues with the aim of building trust, credibility and partnerships, and to raise 
awareness for providing a sound basis for decision making. 

The guideline in communication action planning developed during the past work plan period will be 
applied in real cases as part of one or more of the demonstration projects, which will be 
implemented under Component 3. The Nam Ngum Water Quality Monitoring Demonstration Project 
involves communication of water quality data to various groups of audiences and this will form a 
good platform for practicing and learning communication of environmental information. As outlined 
in the demonstration project description such activities will to a large extent be carried out at 
provincial, district and village level involving DONREs, district administrations and local 
environmental volunteers. 

MONRE will use these new gained experiences for the continued coordination and organization of 
World Environment Day activities. It is expected that the DONREs will play an important role in the 
implementation and the Environment Promotion Division in DOE supported by the TA will lead, 
supervise, monitor and provide capacity building to the programmes. 

4.4.3 Activities 

Results / Activities Milestone / Expected Results 

Result 4.1: MONRE is regularly feeding productized environmental information and data 
into national planning processes 

 Development and synchronizing environmental 
databases of different divisions, institutes, 

 Organization of management of 
information technology infrastructure 
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Results / Activities Milestone / Expected Results 

departments and the cabinet of MONRE 

 Productizing of database outputs to meet the 
needs of other agencies, the national socio-
economic plan and river basin wide land use 
planning 

 Development and training in GeoNetwork, 
environmental databases, web mapping tools 
and Google Earth 

 Preparation and publication of State of 
Environment Reports 

(servers, computer networks, website, 
data security) 

 Organization of environmental and 
natural resources data and information 
tools 

 Catalogue of environmental related 
databases currently present in MONRE 

 Web-mapping and other environmental 
database tools are updated and 
introduced to users  

 State of Environment Report 

Result 4.2: MONRE is efficiently disseminating information about environmental law, its 
services, donor interventions, achievements and findings of environmental monitoring 
and research 

 On-the-job training for designing and maintaining 
the website and software 

 On-the-job training in providing meaningful 
content services for the website 

 Integration of interactive features on the website 

 Dissemination of information 

 Procurement of software and services 

 Selected MONRE staff (2 from each 
department) and DONRE staff from six 
provinces (two from each region) have 
gained skills in designing and 
maintaining their respective department 
website using Joomla software 

 MONRE website is online 

 IT infrastructure is procured, installed 
and in use 

 Web-mapping and other environmental 
database tools are accessible on 
MONRE website 

 Water quality data from demonstration 
projects under Component 3 is available 
online 

Result 4.3: MONRE is actively supporting partnerships and engagement of different 
target groups (including ethnic or vulnerable groups) in environmental information 
dissemination and awareness raising 

 Training in communication skills 

 Support to networking in communication 
activities 

 Design, implementation and monitoring of pilot 
awareness campaigns 

 Planning of communication themes,  

 A communication action plan is 
developed for a demonstration project 
on water quality 

 Water quality data and information is 
communicated effectively in partnership 
with provincial, district and local 
administrations and representatives 
from various user groups and other 
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Results / Activities Milestone / Expected Results 

 Planning and supporting of communication 
campaigns with other agencies 

 Procurement of document films, posters, leaflets 
and awareness meetings, including activities in 
minority languages and with remote areas 

stakeholders such as international 
organizations (IUCN, ADB) 

 World Environment Day activities 
promote environmental awareness 
throughout the country 

 

4.4.4 Implementers 

 Information Center of MONRE Cabinet 

 Environmental Data and Information Division, DoE 

 Environmental Promotion Division, DoE 

4.4.5 Groups involved in activities 

The following stakeholders will be involved in the activities. 

 Line ministries,  

 Provincial Department of Natural Resources and Environment (DONREs) 

 Mekong River Commission 

 TA of ADB Grant Project on Climate Change Adaptations  

4.4.6 Inputs 

International Consultants 

 Computer Programming Expert, Mr. Henning Mejer 

 Awareness and Promotion Expert, Mrs Gabriela Factor 

 Environmental Management Expert, Ms Kim Yen 

National Consultants 

 National Environmental Consultant: Mrs. Phetmany  

 ICT consultant: Mr. Amkha Vayaphat 

Equipment 

 Office facilities, related IT equipment. 

4.5 Component 5 – Environmental Laboratory Services 

4.5.1 Objectives 

The Purpose of component 5 is that: 

A certified national environmental laboratory (NEL) is operational in MONRE and providing services 
for compliance monitoring on a financially sustainable basis. The specific indicators for the 
component purpose are: 

- Number of samples analysed following good laboratory practices 

- Number of commercial agreements 
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- Number of analyses certified 

The immediate objective of Component 5 isan essential achievement in the current circumstances 
is to deliver basic water quality analysis in order to enable MONRE and DONREs to conduct a 
water quality monitoring. Qualified staff and Water Quality Laboratory (WQL) are crucial for this 
achievement which can be realised through the following three activities: 

 Upgrading current laboratory facilities; 

 Intensive on-the-job training on water quality analysis; and 

 Implementing Mini-WQ Monitoring plan under certification scheme 

These activities can be implemented simultaneously due to their strong linkage. 

4.5.2 Approach 

During the first year of EMSP, Component 5 has focused on intensive practical and theoretical 
training on water quality analysis and on initiating a comprehensive certification scheme for 
sampling personnel. In parallel with these activities, the Component has drafted a full manual in 
water quality sampling including Standard Operating Procedures, which will function as the basis 
for training and performance assessment. 

The planned construction of the laboratory, which will be funded under the World Bank’s Integrated 
Water Resources Management Support Programme has unfortunately been delayed pending 
approval from the Board of the World Bank and significant uncertainties as to when and if the 
construction of the laboratory will take place has emerged. 

Therefore, in order to ensure that this situation will not jeopardize the aims of Component 5, WERI 
has developed a detailed action plan for upgrading the existing laboratory facilities of MONRE. This 
plan ensures that the originally scheduled laboratory training activities and events can be 
implemented within the timeframes of EMSP and that the upgrading can be directly transferred to 
the new laboratory once this is ready. Furthermore, the upgrading of the lab facilities is closely 
aligned with the water quality monitoring activities and with the certification scheme for water 
sampling personnel. 

Parallel with this, MONRE/WERI will continue to pursue the funding approval of the World Bank for 
the laboratory building and also start looking for alternative sources of funding. 

Lab Upgrading Plan 

The lab upgrading plan will contribute to achieving Result 5.1; 5.2 and 5.3 through the following 
sub-results: 

1. Existing laboratory is sufficiently equipped to undertake basic water quality analyses; 

2. Existing laboratory is undertaking basic water quality analyses as part of water quality 
monitoring programs and sampling certification schemes; 

3. Laboratory staffs are enrolled in a structured staff capacity development plan and have 
obtained sufficient skills to undertake basic water quality analyses in a professional and 
consistent manner; 

4. Laboratory staff and staff of DONREs is implementing a WQ monitoring programme as an 
on-the-job training to obtain professional experience toward sampling certification and to be 
familiar with water quality monitoring activities 

The approach is to take full advantage of the existing laboratory facilities in MONRE and to repair if 
necessary, install and calibrate instruments, procure necessary chemicals, glassware and facilities 
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to ensure that the laboratory will become operational as soon as possible whilst meeting minimum 
laboratory standard.  

The upgrading will be undertaken in two phases and will be combined with appropriate intensive 
on-the-job training on water quality analysis as well as training on chemistry and laboratory 
management. The laboratory operations will be supported and supervised by the EMSP laboratory 
advisers and experts including international, regional and national experts. 

Training in English language will be provided in parallel with the technical skills training. 

Phase I will enable the laboratory to undertake essential water quality analyses, which can be 
undertaken with existing equipment and facilities and which only require procurement of limited 
amounts of chemicals and glassware. 

Phase II will enable the laboratory to undertake a full set of basic and essential water quality 
analyses. This will require procurement of additional facilities, glassware and chemicals; followed 
by installation and calibration of instruments. 

It is critical for the implementation of the work plan for Component 5 that all procurement of 
facilities, instruments and materials as well as hiring of the Regional Advisers is carried out swiftly, 
smoothly and without delays. 

The work plan for Component 5 is also closely linked to the implementation of the Demonstration 
Project on Water Quality Monitoring in Nam Ngum River Basin. The Demonstration Project will 
form the reality training and testing ground for all aspects and procedures in water quality 
monitoring and Component 5 will contribute through the sampling certification training and 
performance of laboratory analyses. 

Sampling Certification Scheme 

During the past work plan period, Component 5 has launched the sampling certification scheme 
and conducted introductory training in sampling and developed water quality sampling manual. The 
next step is to develop and implement a mini pilot water quality monitoring program for Vientiane, 
which will be carried out solely by WERI using existing equipment and facilities and which will form 
the basis for development of the water quality program and procedures to be implemented through 
the Nam Ngum River Basin Water Quality Monitoring Demonstration Project in cooperation with 
Component 5. Through these monitoring activities, the trainees will get professional experience. 
The requirements for obtaining certification will include that the applicant passes certain training 
courses and has a proven record of professional work experience with sampling. 

In due course a Sampling Certification Body shall be appointed with responsibility for managing the 
certification scheme, defining criteria and issuing certificates. During the EMSP, the work of the 
certification body will be backed by technical assistance so that the system of certification starts 
running and develop smoothly. 

Budget matters 

Component 5 will support long-term training (PhD and Master program) at Thai universities 
(Chulalongkorn or Mahidol University in Bangkok and/or Khon Kaen University) for selected staff of 
WERI. An amount of 20,000 euros has been reallocated for these studies from the Regional 
Consultant budget line. The long term high level studies are important in order to ensure high level 
of technical and management competence of the staff that will play a key role in developing and 
managing the laboratory services. 
 
The support to WERI staffs (7 persons) will also be continued in order to ensure continuity and 
sufficient staffing during the development phases of the laboratory services. 
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4.5.3 Activities 

Results / Activities Milestone/Expected Results 

Result 5.1. Laboratory is equipped with appropriate technology which are used for 
delivering services in national WQ and compliance monitoring 

 Follow up on laboratory construction 

 Procurement of field and sampling equipment 

 Upgrading of temporary laboratory facilities with additional 
equipment, glassware and chemicals 

 Upgrading laboratory process: installation of equipment 

 First round of basic WQ Analysis (an applicable exercise 
for professional experience)  

 

 Field and sampling equipment 
procurement contracts signed. 

 Additional laboratory equipment, 
glassware, chemicals 
procurement contracts signed. 

 Calibration of laboratory 
equipment completed ready for 
use. 

 First round of WQ analysis 
completed 

Result 5.2. Laboratory staff are trained to the level of international certification and using 
their new skills 

 Selection of laboratory staff.  

 Training on data correctness and reliability. 

 Revision of SOP for basic WQ analysis for surface 
WQMonitoring. 

 Training on laboratory planning and administration for 
laboratory staff. 

 Training on basic laboratory techniques and safety. 

 Training on English language. 

 Scholarship for long-term training  

 Study tour in Thailand 

 Training on data correctness and 
reliability completed. 

 SOP for WQ analysis WQM 
including major/minor 
constituents...completed 

Result 5.3. Water quality sampling is credible and reliable 

 First phase of WQ Monitoring towards Certification Scheme 
(professional experience). 

 Training on sampling for provincial personnel (LP, CP, VTE 
province). 

 Developing and testing of sample transportation method 
and receiving protocol. 

 Third sampling round complete 
(five rounds in total). 

 Provincial personnel completed 
sampling training 

Result 5.4: Laboratory is operating on a semi-commercial basis 
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Results / Activities Milestone/Expected Results 

 Productization of laboratory and environmental monitoring 
services. 

 Revision and updating of laboratory business plan. 

 Revised business plan complete 

Result 5.5: Results of first national WQ survey available and capacity exist to replicate. 

 Evaluation of existing water quality monitoring activities in 
Lao PDR. 

 Preparation of plan for national WQM programme. 

 Consultation workshop on national WQM programme 

 Draft plan for national WQM 
programme 

 

4.5.4 Implementers 

 Water Resources and Environment Research Institute (WERI), Ministry of Natural 
Resources and Environment (MONRE)  

4.5.5 Groups involved in activities 

 Staff of WERI. 

 Staff of Provincial Natural Resources and Environment Offices (PNREO) 

 Staff of Department of Hydrology and Meteorology (DMH) 

4.5.6 Inputs 

International Consultants 

 Laboratory Design and Procurement Expert, Mr Jari Juhani Pasanen 

 Water Quality Measurement and Sampling Expert, Mr Ari Mäkelä 

National Consultants 

 Refer to work plan matrix 

Equipment 

 Refer to work plan matrix 

4.6 Component 6 – Programme Management 

4.6.1 Objectives  

Component 6 is the Programme Management Component entrusted with the responsibility to 
ensure good coordination among all five components, programme beneficiaries, line agencies, 
local and central government. Component 6 is also responsible for financial and assets managing, 
monitoring of the programme, preparing work plans and reporting the progress to MONRE and the 
donor. Furthermore, Component 6 is responsible for facilitating all components in terms of 
organizing training programmes, workshops, procurement of equipment and recruiting national 
consultants and programme support staffs. 
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4.6.2 Approach 

Training on Financial and Vehicle Management Regulation (FVMR) for MONRE staffs and 
DONREs staff has been carried out during the past work plan period. However, due to restructuring 
of MONRE and in order to ensure effective implementation of the Demonstration Projects, the 
training on FVMR, Operational Manual (OM) and procurements will be continued for MONRE and 
DONREs staffs so that all involved have common understanding on FVMR, OM and procurement 
procedures.  

The CC meetings including pre-CC meetings are tentatively scheduled to be held in March and 
October 2012 for discussing progress and reviewing and approving budgets and work plans. The 
joint progress and coordination planning with DONREs and international organizations/line 
ministries workshop will be held during January – February 2012 pending the restructuring of the 
DONREs. These two workshops have been postponed from the period of second six months 2011. 
In addition, in order to monitor programme implementation, a permanent MONRE monitoring 
committee will be established and convene every 2 months to review the progress of the 
programme. 

Based on lessons learnt during first year of programme implementation the time consuming 
preparation of monthly progress report will be changed to preparation of quarterly progress reports; 
however, financial reports will be prepared and submitted to MFA on a monthly basis. The support 
to DoE staffs (12 persons) will be also continued. 

4.6.3 Activities 

 

Results / Activities Milestone / Expected Results 

6.1. Training, Meeting and Workshop 

 Organize training on FVMR, OM and Procurements for 
MONRE and DONREs; 

 EMSP management unit meeting; 

 Pre-CC and CC meeting; 

 Organize consultation workshop with line ministries 
and international organization; 

 Joint work planning with workshop with DONREs 
(including annual programme implementation review 
meeting) 

 Permanent MONRE monitoring committee (every 2 
months, 4 times per year) 

 Staffs can understand in OM and 
FVML that they can implement each 
activity based on the manual; 

 Minute of meeting; 

 The next annual work plan is 
approved; 

 Obtain various comments and 
recommendations from participants; 

 Minute of meeting; 

 Minute of meeting 

6.2. Auditing 

 Programme management mission and audit in 
selected provinces 

 External audit 

 Mid-term review 

 Improve financial and vehicle  

     management in selected DONREs 

 All MONRE and DONREs’s staffs 
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Results / Activities Milestone / Expected Results 

    understand in financial management; 

 Audit report 

 Mid-term review report 

6.3. Reporting 

 Monthly financial report including both provincial and 
central input 

 Quarterly, Semi- and Annual progress report 
including financial statement 

 Follow up the planned activities  

     Implementation of each Component 

6.4. Support MONRE leadership and NEC 

 Support MONRE leaderships on mission 

 Support NEC mission and meeting 

 

4.6.4 Implementers 

 EMSP Management Unit 

 

4.6.5 Groups involved in activities 

The following stakeholders will be involved in the activities. 

 All Departments of MONRE, all components, concerned groups and DONREs. 

4.6.6 Inputs 

 One accountant; 

 One translator; 

 One secretary; 

 One driver; 

 DoE 12 support staffs; 

 8 staffs (one of WERI, 3 of DESIA and 4 of DoE staffs) will be sent to study “Lao Certified 
Public Accountant Course” organized by Accounting Department, Ministry of Finance. 
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Annex 01:  Programme Organization 
 

Institutional and Member Positions 

(A) Coordinating Committee 

H.E. Mr. Noulinh Sinbandhit   
Minister to Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment, 
Chairman                                                                          

Mrs. Helena Ahola  
Counsellor, Head of Development Cooperation, Embassy of 
Finland in Bangkok, Thailand, vice-chairman 

Mrs. Dr. Viengsavanh Douangsavanh 
National Programme Director, Director of Department of 
Environment, vice- chairman 
                                                                               

Mr. Kaysone Thanthathep 
Deputy Head of Cabinet Office, MONRE, member  
                                                                                   

Mr. Bounlouan Somsipanya  
Director of Europe-America Division, Department of 
Cooperation, MPI, member     

Mr. Bountieng Sanasone  
Deputy Director of Planning and Policy Department, 
member 
                                                                                     

Mr. Somfong Sulivanh 
Deputy Director of Department of Industry, MoIC  
 

Mr. Peter G. Jensen  Chief Technical Adviser 

(B)  EMSP Management Unit 

Mrs. Dr. Viengsavanh Douangsavanh 
National Programme Director, Director General of DoE 
 

 

Mr. Peter G. Jensen Chief Technical Adviser 

Mr. Dr. Leevameng Bouapao   
National Programme Coordinator, Technical Staff of 
Planning and Cooperation Division, DoE. 
 

Mr. Ketkeo Salichanh    
Component 1 Coordinator, Director of Policy and 
Legislation Environment Promotion Division, DoE 
 

Ms. Phakkavanh Pissamay     
Component 2 Coordinator, Director of Planning and 
Cooperation Division., ESIA 

Mrs. Chittanom Ounsida 
Component 3 Coordinator, Director of Environment 
Promotion Division, DoE 

Mr. Singsavanh Singkavongsay   
Component 4 Coordinator, Director of Environmental Data 
and Information Management Division, DoE 

Mr. Dr. Bounthanh Bounvilay  
Component 5 Coordinator, Assistant Director of WERI 

 

(C) Administration Team (AT) 

Mrs. Phonexay Xaykosy 

Deputy Director of Planning and Cooperation Division, DoE, 
Head of Financial and Accounting Unit and also the 
Accountant and Financier of component 1  
 



 

Institutional and Member Positions 

Mrs. Soukvilay Bounmany Programme Accountant 

Ms. Phetsamon Inphaiyalath  
 
Ms. Anousa Bouaphakeo 

Technical staff of DESIA, Accountant of component 2 
 
Technical staff of DESIA, Financier of component 2 
    

Ms. Phenlack Keophila 
 

Technical Staff of Technical Staff of Environmental 
Promotion Division, DoE, Cashier for the programme and 
also the Accountant and Financier of components 3 and 4  
 
 
 

Ms. Sengchanh Phanyasili 
  
Ms. Nui Sivilayvong  

Technical staff of WERI, Accountant of component 5 
 
Technical staff of WERI, Financier of component 5 

Mrs. Vilayvanh Laysitham 

Technical Staff of Planning and Cooperation Division, DoE 
Assistant Programme Accountant and also the Accountant 
and Financier of component 6 
 

Mrs. Khambosao Samounty Programme Secretary 

Ms. Vilaiphone Sombatdouang 
 

Technical staff of Planning and Cooperation Division, DoE, 
Assistant Secretary  

(D) Provincial Level 

Phongsaly DONRE  
 

 

Mr. Oune Sanlasy    Head of DONRE 

Mr. Khamphet Keosomphanh  
  

Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 

Ms. Anosin Phommasith Accountant 

Ms. Phetsamone Financier 

Mr. Suvanthone Ounam Vehicle and equipment management 

Luangnamtha DONRE 

 
 

Mr. Somvang Nabounpheng  Head of DONRE 

Mr. Somboun Saychantha 
Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 

Mr. Noi Chaiyavong  Accountant 

Ms. Phone Phompadith  Financier 

Mr. Thongchan Chuenglouangkhammy Vehicle and equipment management 

Bokeo DONRE 

 
 

Mr. Khamman Chanthakeo Head of DONRE 

Mr. Somnuek Somphuviseth  
Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 



 

Institutional and Member Positions 

Mr. Anusith Soukbouakham  Accountant 

Ms. Sivone Daravanh  Financier 

Mr. Chanthalinh Deththakhun Vehicle and equipment management 

Oudomxay DONRE  

Mr. Dr. Khampheuy Taybouavone Head of DONRE 

Ms. Phetdara Phonthasy 
Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 

Ms. Bouaphad Phanyasith Accountant 

Ms. Bouagheun Vongsa Financier 

Mr. John Lingnasone Vehicle and equipment management 

Luangphabang DONRE  

 
 

Mr. Chanthavong Phonnachit  Head of DONRE 

Mr. Aloun Manosan  
Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 

Ms. Kesone Misayboua Accountant 

Ms. Suphavanh Phianthongmay Financier 

Mr. Sonelam Chanthadeth  Vehicle and equipment management 

Houaphan DONRE  

 
 

Mr. Onsy Douangbountham      Head of DONRE 

Mr. Phunmixay Phengkhamhak 
Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 

Ms. Phuttasone Khudvongma  Accountant 

Ms. Turavanh Phumalivong  Financier 

Mr. Aeyphone Duangbountham Vehicle and equipment management 

Xayabouly DONRE  

 
 

Mr. Bounthavy Chanthavong  Head of DONRE 

Ms. Manilattana Thonekhamtha 
Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 

Ms. Viengthong Phanthasone  Accountant 

Ms. Somchit her  Financier 

Mr. Sisavath Phouthisone Vehicle and equipment management 



 

Institutional and Member Positions 

Xiengkhouang DONRE 

 
 

Mr. Thumma Salermxay Head of DONRE 

Mr. Kongsavanh Nanthepha  
Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 

Ms. Saylom Siraphandeth Accountant 

Ms. Sinchai Thongthavong Financier 

Mr. Singkham Thammachak Vehicle and equipment management 

Vientiane DONRE 

 
 

Mr. Vongsamay Laysongpao  Head of DONRE 

Mr. Puthasone Phone                                     
Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 

Ms. Tengon Suphokhammoun Accountant 

Mr. Johnmany Suthammavong Financier 

Mr.  Khamsay  Vehicle and equipment management 

Vientiane Capital DONRE  

 
 

Mrs. Khamfong Phumvongxay Head of DONRE 

Ms.Khamla Thammavong                               
Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 

Mr. Nenggue Xiesong  Accountant 

Ms. Chansouk Boualavong Financier 

Mr. Sommith Sengchonghak  Vehicle and equipment management 

Bolikhamxay DONRE  

 
 

Mr. Khampasong Vongthana  Head of DONRE 

Mr. Uthone Singhadouangpanya 
Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 

Mr. Khamphithun Phimmanao Accountant 

Ms. Kongmany Chaleunsouk  Financier 

Mr. Kenchan Thammachak  Vehicle and equipment management 

Khammouane DONRE 

 
 

Mr. Khamphay Phengphemueang        Head of DONRE 

Mr. Sinnasone Sengchanthavong 
Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 



 

Institutional and Member Positions 

Ms. Leunvilay Phommavong Accountant 

Ms. Chanthalansy Phommavong Financier 

Mr. Sengmany  Vehicle and equipment management 

Savannakhet DONRE   

Mr. Sinoun Siharath Head of DONRE 

Mr. Ukham Phunpakone 
Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 

Ms. Daoviphone Sanaaud  Accountant 

Ms. Phonthip Sumphonphakdee Financier 

Mr. Inpaserth Siharath Vehicle and equipment management 

Saravanh DONRE 

 
 

Mr. Bouakerm Simma  Head of DONRE 

Mr. Sudaphone Keokhamkhun 
Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 

Mr. Nikone Sirisongkham Accountant 

Mr. Intravong Thisangvone  Financier 

Mr. Sengchan  Vehicle and equipment management 

Champassak DONRE 

 
 

Mr. Bounkham Phothis Head of DONRE 

Mr. Noukone Siphonephumy  
Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 

Ms. Maniso Phimvilay Accountant 

Ms. Onuma Khamsanith Financier 

Mr. Sonevisay Vehicle and equipment management 

Xekong DONRE  

 
 

Mr. Phetdavong Bounmisavad Head of DONRE 

Mr. Amphayvanh Saniphon 
Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 

Ms. Soukkeuvanh Khummavong Accountant 

Mr. Khamphay Sengalone Financier 

Mr. Senglao Heuangsavanh Vehicle and equipment management 



 

Institutional and Member Positions 

Attapeu DONRE  

 
 

Mr. Navalath Nounthong Head of DONRE 

Mr. Viengxay Nolasin  
Provincial Programme Coordinator  
 

Mr. Phonephasith Kunlavong  Accountant 

Ms. Souksavanh Phangnivong Financier 

Mr. Chansamy  Vehicle and equipment management 





Budget Monitoring for the perioded ended: 30 September 2011

GoL in-cash contribution

Budget Items Original Budget 

per Project 

Document

Approved 

Revised budget

Accumulated 

expenses as at: 

30 September 

2011

 Remaining 

budget 

 12 months 

workplan 

budget  Oct 11-

Sep 2012 

Budget balance

EURO EURO  EURO  EURO  EURO  EURO 

1 Mission, Workshops, Training, Study Tours -                  2,000              -                  2,000              2,000              -                  

1.2.1 National Consultantion workshops -                  -                  -                  -                  

1.2.2 Workshops with line ministries -                  -                  -                  

1.2.3

Applying SEA in at least one strategic planning process annually 

(initiated at provincial level) -                  2,000              -                  2,000              2,000              -                  

2 Mission, Workshops, Training, Study Tours -                  3,000              -                  3,000              3,000              -                  

2.2.3 Further development of standard operation and management produres -                  3,000              -                  3,000              3,000              -                  

3 Mission, Workshops, Training, Study Tours -                  2,000              -                  2,000              2,000              -                  

3.2.3.2 Intensive training course on water quality monitoring in Sekong and other provinces -                  2,000              -                  2,000              2,000              -                  

4 Missions, Workshops, Training, Study Tours -                  2,000              -                  2,000              2,000              -                  

4.2.3 Workshops 2,000              -                  2,000              2,000              -                  

5.4 Laboratory Support Staff 70,000            70,000            6,267              63,733            10,000            53,733            

5.4.1 National Accoutant 7,200              7,200              -                  7,200              -                  7,200              

5.4.2 National Secretary 7,200              7,200              -                  7,200              -                  7,200              

5.4.4 7 Laborants/technical helpers 47,250            47,250            6,267              40,983            4,007              36,976            

Contingencies 8,350              8,350              -                  8,350              5,993              2,357              

6 Project management 90,200            81,200            13,770            67,430            11,000            56,430            

90,200            81,200            13,770            67,430            11,000            56,430            

TOTAL 160,200          160,200          20,037            140,163          30,000            110,163          

                  Annex 02: Total Annual Budget



Budget Monitoring for the perioded ended: 30 September 2011

TA expenses

Budget Items Original Budget 

per Project 

Document

Approved 

Revised budget

Accumulated 

expenses as at: 

30 September 

2011

 Remaining 

budget 

 12 months 

workplan 

budget  Oct 11-

Sep 2012 

Budget balance

EURO EURO  EURO  EURO  EURO  EURO 

TA expenses 3,800,000       3,800,000       760,376           3,039,624       -                  3,039,624       

Fees 3,052,500       2,449,914       652,826           1,797,088       -                   1,797,088       

Reimbursable expenses 580,210           659,000           107,550           551,450           -                   551,450           

Contingencies 167,290           691,086           -                   691,086           -                   691,086           

TOTAL 3,800,000       3,800,000       760,376           3,039,624       -                  3,039,624       

                 Annex 02: Total Annual Budget



Budget Monitoring for the perioded ended: 30 September 2011

Expenditure for Component I: Integrated Environmental Issues into Strategic Planning

Budget Items Original Budget 

per Project 

Document

Approved 

Revised budget

Accumulated 

expenses as at: 

30 September 

2011

 Remaining 

budget 

 12 months 

workplan 

budget  Oct 11-

Sep 2012 

Budget balance

EURO EURO  EURO  EURO  EURO  EURO 

1.1 National Consultants 62,600             62,600             -                  62,600             37,600             25,000             

1.1.1 Socio-Economic Planning Consultant 12,600             12,600             -                  12,600             12,600             -                  

1.1.2 Pool of National Consultants 50,000             50,000             -                  50,000             25,000             25,000             

1.2 Mission, Workshops, Training, Study Tours 188,600           188,600           29,841             158,759           82,000             76,759             

1.2.1 National Consultantion workshops 15,600             15,600             -                  15,600             -                  15,600             

1.2.2 Workshops with line ministries 8,000               8,000               -                  8,000               5,000               3,000               

1.2.3 SEA Training workshops 12,000             12,000             -                  12,000             10,000             2,000               

1.2.4 SEA Workshops on Strategic Sector Plans 30,000             42,000             15,636             26,364             12,000             14,364             

1.2.5 National Environmental Strategy Workshops (National Level) 31,200             31,200             14,205             16,995             -                  16,995             

1.2.6 Missions 32,000             20,000             -                  20,000             -                  20,000             

1.2.7 Regional Study Tours 40,000             40,000             -                  40,000             40,000             -                  

1.2.8 National Consultants Strategy expenses during missions 4,800               4,800               -                  4,800               -                  4,800               

1.2.9 Scholarships 15,000             15,000             -                  15,000             15,000             -                  

1.3 Printing, copying and other miscellaneous office running -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

1.3.1 Office running inclided in PM budget -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

1.3.2 Prining,copying included in PM budget -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

1.4 Installations, Equipment, vehicles, Facilities 13,000             13,000             311                  12,689             7,500               5,189               

1.4.1 Computers, Printer, Scanner 8,000               8,000               311                  7,689               7,500               189                  

1.4.2 Others 5,000               5,000               -                  5,000               -                  5,000               

TOTAL 264,200           264,200           30,152             234,048           127,100           106,948           

              Annex 02: Total Annual Budget



Budget Monitoring for the perioded ended: 30 September 2011

Expenditure for Component II: Environmental Certification, Monitoring and Enforcement

Budget Items Original Budget 

per Project 

Document

Approved 

Revised budget

Accumulated 

expenses as at: 

30 September 

2011

 Remaining 

budget 

 12 months 

workplan 

budget  Oct 11-

Sep 2012 

Budget balance

EURO EURO  EURO  EURO  EURO  EURO 

2.1 National Consultants            219,000            105,000                5,347              99,653              40,000              59,653 

2.1.1 National Environment Law Consultants              21,000                3,000 -                  3,000              -                  3,000              

2.1.2 National Environmental Management Consultants            108,000              72,000 5,347              66,653            30,000            36,653            

2.1.3 Pool of National Environmental Consultant              90,000              30,000 -                  30,000            10,000            20,000            

2.2 Mission, Workshops, Training, study Tours            132,880            246,880              18,209            228,671            152,500              76,171 

2.2.1 On-the-job training workshops on inspections                6,000              10,000 1,036              8,964              5,500              3,464              

2.2.2 Training workshops for PWREO staff on inspections              15,000              15,000 -                  15,000            15,000            -                  

2.2.3 Consultation workshop                     -                40,000 -                  40,000            36,000            4,000              

2.2.4

Training and intensivie technical training for MOIC, WREA, 

PCD and key line ministry inspectors

                    -                77,000 

10,343            66,657            34,800            31,857            

2.2.5 Inspection missions              35,280              28,280 6,110              22,170            19,000            3,170              

2.2.6 Industrial audits              12,000              12,000 720                 11,280            4,000              7,280              

2.2.7 National Consutlants expenses during missions                9,600                9,600 -                  9,600              3,200              6,400              

2.2.8 Regional Study Tours              40,000              40,000 -                  40,000            20,000            20,000            

2.2.9 Schollarships              15,000              15,000 -                  15,000            15,000            -                  

2.3 Printing, Copying and other miscellaneous office runnin              49,000              49,000                3,160              45,840              12,000              33,840 

2.3.1 Office running              24,000              24,000 2,613              21,387            6,000              15,387            

2.3.2 Printing and copying              25,000              25,000 547                 24,453            6,000              18,453            

2.4

Office Bulding, Installations, Equipment, Vehicles, Facilities              90,000              90,000                     -                90,000              70,000              20,000 

2.4.1 Office facilities              30,000              30,000 -                  30,000            10,000            20,000            

2.4.2 Monitoring equipment              60,000              60,000 60,000            60,000            -                  

TOTAL            490,880            490,880              26,716            464,164            274,500            189,664 

  Annex 02: Total Annual Budget



Budget Monitoring for the perioded ended: 30 September 2011

Expenditure for Component III: Strengthening Environmental Management on Provincial Level

Budget Items Original Budget 

per Project 

Document

Approved 

Revised budget

Accumulated 

expenses as at: 

30 September 

2011

 Remaining 

budget 

 12 months 

workplan 

budget  Oct 11-

Sep 2012 

Budget balance

EURO EURO  EURO  EURO  EURO  USD 

3.1 National Consultants            365,200            311,480              12,293            299,187              84,000            215,187 

3.1.1 Naitonal Environment Law Consultant                3,000                3,000 -                  3,000              -                  3,000              

3.1.2 National Socio-Economic Planning Consultant                4,200                4,200 -                  4,200              -                  4,200              

3.1.3 National Industrial Env. Management Consultants              72,000              18,280 -                  18,280            -                  18,280            

3.1.4 Pool of National Environmental Consultants              70,000              70,000 -                  70,000            30,000            40,000            

3.1.5 Three National Provincial Environmental Advisers            216,000            216,000 12,293            203,707          54,000            149,707          

3.2 National Consultants Expenses              57,550              57,550                      -                57,550              17,150              40,400 

3.2.1 Daily Allowances during missions              18,360              18,360 -                  18,360            4,590              13,770            

3.2.2 Accommodation provincial advisers during missions              12,240              12,240 -                  12,240            6,660              5,580              

3.2.3 Accommodation other national consultants              11,000              11,000 -                  11,000            2,600              8,400              

3.2.4 Insurance                9,950                9,950 -                  9,950              1,800              8,150              

3.2.5 Travel costs re meeting/workshop in Vientiance                6,000                6,000 -                  6,000              1,500              4,500              

3.3 Mission, Workshops, Training, Study Tours            551,200            602,700              25,853            576,847            280,600            296,247 

3.3.1 Inspection missions priority provinces              30,000              30,000 4,731              25,269            3,000              22,269            

3.3.2 Advisory missions to other provinces              67,200              67,200 -                  67,200            2,100              65,100            

3.3.3 Training workshops              54,000            105,500 21,122            84,378            75,500            8,878              

3.3.4 Demonstration project in priority provinces            360,000            360,000 -                  360,000          160,000          200,000          

3.3.5 Schollarships              40,000              40,000 -                  40,000            40,000            -                  

3.4 Printing, Copying and other miscellaneous office running            283,200            283,200              49,428            233,772              70,800            162,972 

3.4.1 PWREO basic office running            204,000            204,000 49,428            154,572          51,000            103,572          

3.4.2 Communication, internet (priority provinces)              43,200              43,200 -                  43,200            10,800            32,400            

3.4.3 External financial audit              36,000              36,000 -                  36,000            9,000              27,000            

3.5

Office Builiding, installations, equipment, vehcles, facilities            265,000            267,220                      -              267,220            267,220                      -   

3.5.1 Facilities, computers, camera, GPS, priority provinces              45,000              45,000 -                  45,000            45,000            -                  

3.5.2 Vehicles for priority provinces              60,000              60,000 -                  60,000            60,000            -                  

3.5.3 Vehicles for other provinces            160,000            162,220 -                  162,220          162,220          -                  

TOTAL         1,522,150         1,522,150              87,574         1,434,576            719,770            714,806 

Annex 02: Total Annual Budget



Budget Monitoring for the perioded ended: 30 September 2011

Expenditure for Component IV: Communication and Information Services

Budget Items Original Budget 

per Project 

Document

Approved 

Revised budget

Accumulated 

expenses as at: 

30 September 

2011

 Remaining 

budget 

 12 months 

workplan 

budget  Oct 11-

Sep 2012 

Budget balance

EURO EURO  EURO  EURO  EURO  EURO 

4.1 National Consultants              63,000              58,000                8,115              49,885              16,200              33,685 

4.1.1 Pool of National Environmental Consultants              15,000              15,000 1,354              13,646            4,200              9,446              

4.1.2 ICT consutlants/support staff              48,000              43,000 6,761              36,239            12,000            24,239            

4.2 Missions, Workshops, Training, Study Tours            100,144            105,144                8,042              97,102              57,613              39,489 

4.2.1 Website and internet services fee              24,000              21,000 3,492              17,508            6,000              11,508            

4.2.2 IT hardware and software maintenance              14,400              14,400 -                  14,400            3,600              10,800            

4.2.3 Workshops              11,760              10,760 2,825              7,935              7,900              35                   

4.2.3 Training                      -                  9,000 -                  9,000              9,000              -                  

4.2.4 Missions              39,984              39,984 1,725              38,259            21,113            17,146            

4.2.5 Schollarships              10,000              10,000 -                  10,000            10,000            -                  

4.3 Printing, copying and other miscellaneous office running            100,000            100,000                1,577              98,423              31,800              66,623 

4.3.1 Office running included in PM budget                      -                        -   -                  -                  -                  -                  

4.3.2 Printing and copying              30,000              30,000 -                  30,000            14,200            15,800            

4.3.3 Resource material and services              70,000              70,000 1,577              68,423            17,600            50,823            

4.4 Office building, installation, equipment, vehicles, facilities              95,000              95,000                      -                95,000              62,500              32,500 

4.4.1

Equipment:  WIFI, computers, printer, projector, phone, fax, 

conference equipment e.g wireless speaker/microphone etc

             75,000              75,000 

-                  75,000            52,500            22,500            

4.4.2 Office facilities: conference table, chairs, desks              20,000              20,000 -                  20,000            10,000            10,000            

           358,144            358,144              17,734            340,410            168,113            172,297 

Annex 02: Total Annual Budget



Budget Monitoring for the perioded ended: 30 September 2011

Expenditure for Ouput 5 - Environment Reporting and Data Dissemination

Budget Items Original Budget 

per Project 

Document

Approved 

Revised budget

Accumulated 

expenses as at: 

30 September 

2011

 Remaining 

budget 

 12 months 

workplan 

budget  Oct 11-

Sep 2012 

Budget balance

EURO EURO  EURO  EURO  EURO  EURO 

5.1 Long Term International -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

5.1.1 International Laboratory expert -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

5.2 Short Term International Experts -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

5.2.1 Procurement specialist -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

5.2.2 International Adviser Database management -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

5.2.3 Quality assurance/certification specialist -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

5.3 Long Term National Experts 370,500          294,000          676                 293,324          84,000            209,324          

5.3.1 National/Regional laboratory advisor 168,000          147,000          676                 146,324          42,000            104,324          

5.3.2 3 National laboratory specialists 202,500          147,000          147,000          42,000            105,000          

5.4 Laboratory Support Staff 62,400            62,400            5,487              56,913            11,000            45,913            

5.4.1 National Accoutant -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

5.4.2 National Secretary -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

5.4.3 Translator/interpreter 48,000            48,000            5,487              42,513            8,400              34,113            

5.4.4 7 Laborants/technical helpers -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

5.4.5 Drivers 14,400            14,400            -                  14,400            2,600              11,800            

5.5

TA Expenses, Transportation, Accomodation and Allowances

58,120            58,120            -                  58,120            15,440            42,680            

5.5.1 Housing long term advisers 35,200            35,200            -                  35,200            13,440            21,760            

5.5.2 Hotel short term advisers -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

5.5.3 Per diems short term advisers -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

5.5.4 Per diems long term advisers -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

5.5.5 Hotel during missions -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

5.5.6 Internaltional and regional travel -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

5.5.6 Local travel -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

5.5.7 Mobilisation and demobilisation -                  3,750              -                  3,750              -                  3,750              

5.5.8 Health and safety insurances 22,920            19,170            -                  19,170            2,000              17,170            

5.6 Workshops, training, study tours 191,000          267,500          58,550            208,950          116,500          92,450            

5.6.1 Study tours 50,000            50,000            -                  50,000            12,500            37,500            

5.6.2 Official missions 16,000            16,000            -                  16,000            -                  16,000            

5.6.3 Training courses 70,000            120,000          58,550            61,450            51,000            10,450            

5.6.4 Workshops, meetings 50,000            50,000            -                  50,000            28,000            22,000            

5.6.5 Long term training 5,000              31,500            -                  31,500            25,000            6,500              

5.7 Equipment, Vehicles, Facilities 1,280,000       1,280,000       239                 1,279,761       167,925          1,111,836       

5.7.1 Vehicles 40,000            40,000            -                  40,000            40,000            -                  

5.7.2 Computers, office facilities 40,000            40,000            239                 39,761            10,000            29,761            

5.7.3 Laboratory equipments 960,000          960,000          -                  960,000          88,356            871,644          

5.7.4 Other materials, reagents, etc 180,000          180,000          -                  180,000          29,569            150,431          

5.7.5 Maintenance, services 60,000            60,000            -                  60,000            -                  60,000            

TOTAL 1,962,020       1,962,020       64,952            1,897,068       394,865          1,502,203       

-                  

Annex 02: Total Annual Budget



Budget Monitoring for the perioded ended: 30 September 2011

Expenditure for Component VI: Project Management

Budget Items Original Budget 

per Project 

Document

Approved 

Revised budget

Accumulated 

expenses as at: 

30 September 

2011

 Remaining 

budget 

 6 months 

workplan 

budget  Oct 11-

Mar 2012 

Budget balance

EURO EURO  EURO  EURO  EURO  EURO 

6.1 National Consultants and Support staff            199,200            181,200              34,638            146,562              52,640              93,922 

6.1.1 National Financial Adviser part time              21,600              15,600 10,908            4,692              -                  4,692              

Purchasing accounting programme                6,000 -                  6,000              6,000              -                  

6.1.2 Two Accountants              28,800              28,800 1,223              27,577            9,600              17,977            

6.1.3 Secretary, two full time              33,600              16,600 1,804              14,796            3,480              11,316            

Organize training on OM, FVMM and Procurement for 

MONRE and DONREs staffs                      -                17,000 -                  17,000            17,000            -                  

6.1.4 Two Translators              96,000              58,000 5,487              52,513            8,400              44,113            

6.1.5 Four Drivers              19,200              19,200 1,380              17,820            2,160              15,660            

6.1.6 CTA assistant                      -                        -   -                  -                  -                  -                  

6.1.7 Support 8 accountants of EMSP                      -                  5,000 -                  5,000              5,000              -                  

6.1.8

Training on OM and FVMR for WREA and PWREOs 

staffs
                     -                12,000 13,836            (1,836)             -                  (1,836)             

6.1.9

Annual consultation workshop with line ministries and 

international organisation
                     -                  3,000 -                  3,000              1,000              2,000              

6.2 Activities            257,800            275,800                6,078            269,722            123,400            146,322 

6.2.1 Project management missions and audits              22,400              22,400 2,165              20,235            4,000              16,235            

6.2.2 Joint work planning workshops with provinces              40,000              40,000 -                  40,000            14,000            26,000            

6.2.3 Kick-off and closing seminars              30,000              30,000 3,454              26,546            -                  26,546            

6.2.4 WREA Leadership missions              20,000              29,000 -                  29,000            10,000            19,000            

6.2.5 NEC meetings and missions              33,400              42,400 459                 41,941            10,000            31,941            

6.2.6 Coordinating committee meetings              32,000              21,600 -                  21,600            3,000              18,600            

Pre CC meeting                      -                  9,600 -                  9,600              1,600              8,000              

Development of EMSP bruchure and publication                      -                     800 -                  800                 800                 -                  

6.2.7 Mid Term Review              80,000              80,000 -                  80,000            80,000            -                  

6.3 Office Running            199,760            199,760              15,552            184,208              66,940            117,268 

6.3.1 Office Running            131,760            131,760 15,407            116,353          32,940            83,413            

6.3.2 External financial audit              68,000              68,000 145                 67,855            34,000            33,855            

6.4

Office buildings, installation, equipment, vehicles, 

facilities

           119,500            119,500                3,407            116,093            106,500                9,593 

6.4.1 Computers                4,500                4,500 966                 3,534              3,500              34                   

6.4.2 Facilities for TA              15,000              15,000 1,937              13,063            13,000            63                   

6.4.3 Vehicles              80,000              80,000 -                  80,000            80,000            -                  

6.4.4 Office facilities              20,000              20,000 504                 19,496            10,000            9,496              

TOTAL            776,260            776,260              59,675            716,585            349,480            367,105 

Annex 02: Total Annual Budget



Table 1 Planned Budget for 2011-2012

Components GoF (EUR) GoL (EUR)

1 127,100                                  2,000                

2 274,500                                  3,000                

3 719,770                                  2,000                

4 168,113                                  2,000                

5 394,865                                  10,000              

6 349,480                                  11,000              

Total 2,033,828                               30,000              

Total (GoF + GoL) 2,063,828                                                           
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Component 1: Annual Work Plan (October 2011 - September 2012)
Environmental Management Support Programme (EMSP), LAO PDR and MFA of Finland 2010 - 2014

GoF GoL

1 Component 1: Integrating environmental issues into strategic planning 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1.1 GoL capacity in SEA methodology is developed and utilized by MONRE, 

MPI and line ministries
1.1.1 Preparation of technical draft on SEA Decree 

M1.1.1 Milestone: Draft SEA Decree submitted to Ministry of Justice

1.1.2 Consultation workshop on draft SEA Decree within MONRE and  working group 

members from line ministries

  10,000           -                national, technical and working group. 

1.1.3 Revise and edit the content from recommendations of the workshops

1.1.4 Development and revision of SEA guidelines 12,000           -                ongoing activity, needs to be adapted to Lao context (format and contents)

M1.1.4 Milestone: Second draft of SEA Guideline 

1.1.5 Regional study tour 40,000           -                

1.1.6 Scholarships 15,000           -                

1.2 The Environmental Action Plans for the National Environmental Strategy 

to 2020 are prepared and implemented in a participatory manner

1.2.1 Revise NEAP based on workshop recommendations

1.2.2 Consultation workshops in order to finalize NEAP 5,000             -                

1.2.3 Printing and distribution of NEAP (include in PM budget) -                -                

M1.2.3 Distribution of NEAP

1.3 SEA is applied in preparation of the socio-economic plan, urban and 

sector planning at the national level, according to agrees procedures

1.3.1 Applying SEA in at least one strategic planning process annually (initiated at 

provincial level)

-                2,000            Related to Demonstration Project (Component 3)

6.6 Input

6.1.1 National Law consultant 25,000           -                

6.1.2 National Planning Advisor 12,600           -                

6.1.3 Office equipment 7,500             -                

6.1.4 Office running include in PM budget -                -                

127,100         2,000            Total

Activities
2011 2012 Budget (EUR)

1 2 3 4

Comments
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Component 2: Annual Work Plan (October 2011 - September 2012)
Environmental Management Support Programme (EMSP), LAO PDR and MFA of Finland 2010 - 2014

GoF GoL Comments

1 Result 1:  Good practices in preparing environmental certificates 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1.1 Development of a model ECC            14,000                 -   Continues from previous planning period

M1.1 Workshops

M1.2 Baseline report

M1.3 First model ECC developed

1.2 On-the-job support to licensing              3,500                 -   Support in reviewing EIA reports and EMPs

1.3 Build capacity of ESIA dept in applying river basin modeling              1,200                 -   Includes participation of PCD

1.4 Juridical training for licensing officers              2,600                 -   Includes training related to SESO and participation of PCD

1.5 Facilitating public participation in ESIA              3,000                 -   Assist the department in making information on EIA available to 

the public and SOPs for responding to comments in review 

process.   
2 Result 2: Sustainable inspection and compliance enforcement system

2.1 Baseline study of legislation overlapping with MONRE mandates 3,000            -              Continues from previous planning period, considers overlapping 

in licensing and monitoring

M2.1 Division of labor finalized

2.2 Intensive technical training for inspectors            10,000                 -   Hydropower and Mining

2.3 Training of trainers of inspectors            15,000                 -   Input of national short-term consultant and preparation of ToR 

and budget for that

2.4 Further development of standard operation and management procedures            14,000            3,000 Includes workshops and training

M2.4 IEE/EIA writing, reviewing and monitoring guidelines prepared Build on PEI draft guidelines

M2.4 Monitoring minimum requirements prepared Postponed from previous planning period

M2.4 Draft inspection guidelines prepared Hydropower and Mining

M2.4 Draft inspection checklists prepared

Workshops Not all provinces, only where mining or hydropower projects

Draft inspection plans prepared

2.5 On the job support to inspections and monitoring            15,000 Includes inspection missions with PCD (ca. 5000 euro)

2.6 Training, tools and appropriate systems to ensure collection of sex and age 

disaggregated data in participatory monitoring and consultation activities

             1,000 International and national experts involved, part of intensive 

training
2.7 Database system for inspection follow-up and emission inventory              2,000 Includes establishment of database and training in use. For 

collection of data from monitoring reports
M2.7 Inspection database established and inspectors trained in a workshop in using it

3 Result 3: Polluting industry is practicing self-monitoring (SM) and using 

EMS3.1 Baseline studies and case studies in industry              4,000 Industrial site visits

M3.1 Case studies

3.2 Preparation of guidelines for SM              1,000 Continues from previous period

M3.2 SM guidelines prepared

3.3 Training and intensive training in SM, EMS and chemical safety            20,000 Air and noise training postponed from previous period

3.4 On the job training on inspections              4,000                 -   Includes support in data management and inspections

4 Result 4: Financial sustainability of compliance monitoring has improved

4.1 Initiatives and studies to improve the coverage of financial obligation from project              1,000                 -   Baseline study of present financial mechanism, its legal 

background and use
M4.1 Baseline study of present financial mechanisms Workshop and report

4.2 Introduction of new financial mechanisms and support to applying these Not planned for this period

M4.2 Survey on financial mechanisms in selected countries conducted Not planned for this period

M4.2 Proposal for suitable system in Laos Not planned for this period

M4.2 Necessary decrees and guidelines drafted Not planned for this period

4.3 INPUTS

Budget (EUR)

2011 2012
Activities
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GoF GoL Comments

4.3.1 National environmental management expert            30,000                 -   

4.3.2 National short term environment expert            10,000                 -   

4.3.3 International short term lisencing expert

4.3.4 International short term gender expert

4.3.5 International short term modeling experts

4.3.6

International short term environmental engineering experts Some relative short missions supporting MONRE and MOIC in 

inspections and preparing guidelines

4.3.7 International short term EIA experts Some relative short missions supporting DESIA in EIA report 

reading and preparing guidelines

4.3.8 International short term law advisor

4.3.9 International short term IT expert Two missions, one in the beginning one during the training

4.3.11 National Consultants expenses during missions 3,200              -                

4.3.12 Study tours 20,000            -                

4.3.13 Scholarships 15,000            -                

4.3.14 Office running 6,000              -                

4.3.15 Printing and copying 6,000              -                

4.3.16 Office facilities 10,000            -                

4.3.17 Monitoring equipment (including safety equipment) 60,000            -                

274,500        3,000          

Budget (EUR)

2011 2012

TOTAL

Activities
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Component 3: Annual Work Plan (1 October 2011 - 30 September 2012)

Environmental Management Support Program (EMSP), LAO PDR and MFA of Finland 2010 - 2014

GoF GoL

3.1 Result 1:  Environmental Action Plans in Priority PWREOs 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3.1.1 PEAP Training for southern provinces          12,000             -   

3.1.2 Communication and cooperation with PWREOs in revising and finalizing PEAPs.                  -               -   

3.1.3 OJT training in finalization of PEAPs                  -               -   OJT will be conducted by PA. Budget is included as part of advisory mission of PA. 

This activity depends on the DONRE structures 

M.3.1.2 Final draft PEAP submit to governor for approval

3.1.4 Provincial dissemination of PEAPs                  -               -   To be conducted by DONRE after the governors approval

3.1.5 Selection of demonstration project (DP)

3.1.5.1 Workshops for detail planning of Water Quality Monotoring and SEA projects          10,000             -   

3.1.5.2 Mission, Supervision, Monitoring and Evaluations of the two Demo projects          15,000             -   

M 3.1.5 Project proposals approved; Detailed project document approved.

3.1.5 Implementation 2 demonstration projects (Water Quality Monitoring ans SEA Projects)        160,000             -   120,000 EUR for WQ and 40,000 EUR for SEA  (coordinate with C1) projects. These 

budget will be used until the end of December 2012

3.2 Result 2: Compliance monitoring and sampling skills at the provincial level 

3.2.1 On-the-job support to DONREs in inspections and EMU task

3.2.1.2 On-the-job training on environmental monitoring and inspection for DONREs and 

district staffs.

         10,000             -   To be provided by PA.

M 3.2.1 OJT Launched. Inspection reports.

3.2.2 Intensive training on environmental monitoring and inspection Trainer(s) to be provided by C2

3.2.2.1 Intensive ToT training on environmental monitoring and inspection (cooperation with 

C2)

         12,000             -   

         M. 3.2.2 Training material complete and launched training

3.2.3 Intensive training course on water quality monitoring 

3.2.3.2 Intensive training course on water quality monitoring in Sekong and other provinces          12,000        2,000 Details of activity will be discussed  with concerned persons including WERI and 

PCD at later stage. 

3.3 Result 3: Relevant environmental conditions in IEE approvals in priority 

provinces

3.3.1 Training and technical assistance to Lungprabang, Vientiane Capital, Khammouane 

and Champasack in IEE review and approval  (cooperation with C2)

           3,000             -   To be provided by PA in cooperation with C2

M 3.3.1 Number and quality of IEE report approved and number of ECC issued.

M 3.3.2 Training launched.

3.4 Result 4: Basic working conditions and skills in all provinces

3.4.1 Missions to provinces.            4,500             -   

M.3.4.1 Mission report

3.4.2 Long term training - Eight scholarships          40,000             -   

3.4.2.1 Selection of DONRE staffs (selection will be made by DONREs) Details of provision of scholarship will be discussed with 8 PWREOs after 

scholarship proposal letter is commented and approved by Minister.

Activities
2011 2012 Budget (EUR) Comments

4 1 2 3



GoF GoL

M.3.4.2 DONRE staff are selected for long terms taining/study

3.4.2.3 8 DONRE staff taking long terms training/study

3.5 INPUTS

3.5.1 National Consultants

3.5.1.1 Salary for National Environmental Advisor (NA)          30,000             -   

3.5.1.2 Salary for National Provincial Environmental Advisor (PA)          54,000             -   

3.5.1.3 Daily Allowance for PA during missions            4,590             -   Average 8 days/month/1 PA and not over 102 days /year/1 PA 

3.5.1.4 Accommodation for PA during missions            6,660             -   Average 8 days/month/1 PA and not over 102 days/year/1 PA. 

3.5.1.5 Travel cost during PA mission to neighbouring province            2,100             -   

3.5.1.6 Budget for NA during missions            2,600             -   

3.5.1.7
Travel cost including accommodation and daily allowance for meetings/workshop in 

Vientiane

           1,500             -   6 days/year/1 PA

3.5.1.8 Insurance            1,800             -   

3.5.2 Printing, copying and other muscellaneous office running

3.5.2.1 DONRE basic office running          51,000             -   

3.5.2.2 Communication, internet (priority provinces)          10,800             -   

3.5.2.3 External audit at priority provinces            9,000             -   

3.5.3 Office Building, Installations, Equipment, Vehicles, Facilities

3.5.3.1 Facilities, Computers, printers, camera, GPS for 03 priority province          45,000             -   

3.5.3.2 3 Vehicles for 03 priority provinces          60,000             -   Balance budget to be added for purchasing station wagon of C5 and C6

3.5.3.3 8 Vehicles for other provinces 152,000       -          Balance budget to be added for purchasing station wagon of C5 and C6

3.5.3.4 Vehicles handover ceremony, vehicles insurance, fuel, transportation and 

accommodation for PWREOs staffs

8,000           
-          

Using the budget balance after purchasing 17 vehicles 

3.5.3.5 Office running cost for Component 3 2,220           -          

719,770       2,000      

2012 Budget (EUR) Comments

4 1 2 3

2011
Activities

TOTAL



Component 4: Annual Work Plan (1 Octorber 2011 - 30 September 2012)

Environmental Management Support Programme (EMSP), LAO PDR and MFA of Finland 2010 - 2014

GoF GoL

4.1 Result 1: MONRE is regularly feeding productized environmental 

information and data into national planning processes. 

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep

4.1.1 Development and synchronization of environmental databases  

deffirent devisions, institutes, department and cabinet of MONRE
                  -   

4.1.1.1 updating the existing environmental database system (NECPEC)             1,000                   -   

4.1.1.2 Missions data collection and/or deliver from sectors concern and 

development projects
            3,000                   -   

4.1.1.3 meeting/workshops             2,000                   -   

4.1.1.4 Environment Data catalogue             4,000                   -   

M4.1.1.4 Environment Data catalogue

4.1.2 Productizing of database outputs to meet the needs of other 

agencies, the national socio-economic plan and river basin wide 

land use planning

                  -   

4.1.2.1 Layouts 500                                 -   

M4.1.2.1 Layouts

4.1.2.2 Print out Number of copies 3,000                              -   

4.1.2.3 Key Environment data 500                                 -   

4.1.2.4 Key Environment issues report (eg. WQ, forestry) 3,000                              -   

M4.1.2.4 Report

4.1.3 Development and training in environmental databases, 

webmapping tools and google earth
                  -   

4.1.3.1 updating the existing web mapping software and datasets 1,000                              -   

4.1.3.2 development of user manual 500                                 -   

M4.1.3.2 User manual

4.1.3.3 training in environmental databases, webmapping 1,000                              -   

4.1.3.4 high level consultation workshop 1,000                              -   

4.1.3.5 installation and publication 500                                 -   

M4.1.3.5

 4.1.4 Preparation and publication of State of Environment Reports             2,000 

 4.1.4.1 Outline report and data collection (Themes/Concern selection) 1,000                              -   

 M4.1.4.1 Report

 4.1.4.2 Draft Report (Compiling and analyse data and information) 1,000                              -   

 4.1.4.3 Technical workshops/ missions, data collection 2,000            

 4.1.4.4 Factsheet 1,000                              -   

 M4.1.4.4 Factsheet 

 4.1.4.5 National consultation workshop on final draft 4,900                        2,000 

 4.1.4.6 Edit and Layout 700                                 -   

 4.1.4.7 Printout 2,500                              -   

4.2 Result 2: MONRE is efficiently disseminating information about 

environmental law, its services, donor interventions, 

achievements and findings of environmental monitoring and 

research

                  -   

4.2.1 On-the job training (EMSP) for designing and maintaining 

website -               

4.2.1.1 User manual for web site design and maintenance 1,000            -               

M4.2.1.1 User manual

4.2.1.2 Conduct the training for central level staff 2,000            -               

CommentsBudget (EUR)

1 2 3 4
Activities

2011 2012
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GoF GoL

4.2.1.3 Conduct the training for provincial level staff PNREDs 1,000            -               

4.2.2 On-the job training in providing meaningfull contents services for 

the website
-                -               

4.2.3 Integration of interactive features on the website -               

4.2.3.1 Identification of different options for interactive features 100               -               

4.2.3.2 Piloting online survey and feedback mechanism 150               -               

4.2.4 Dissemination of information -               

4.2.4.1 EMSP activities 100               -               

4.2.4.2 environmental legislations 250               -               

4.2.4.3 environmental emergency 150               -               

4.2.5 Procurement of sofware and services -               

4.2.5.1 Procurement of equipment and software -                -               

4.2.5.2 Network installation -                -               

4.2.5.3 Training for general use of network and computer  ( 2 times) 1,500            -               

4.2.5.4 Training for network administrator level   ( 2 times) 1,500            -               

4.2.6 MONRE Web site development and implementation -               

4.2.6.1 Web server installation and configuration(Server provided by other 

project)
2,000            -               

4.2.6.2 Web site design for MONRE main template
500               -               

4.2.6.3 Mission to assist  the staff for the web site design and maintenance of 

18 departments
3,000            -               

4.2.6.4 Mission to follow up the web site implementation at each department 

(3 departments/month, 6 persons, 5 days /dep.) 5,616            -               

4.2.6.5 Mission of revision and feedback from 18 departments implemented 

web site 
1,000            -               

4.2.6.6 Mission to assist  the provincial staff for web site design and 

maintenace in 3 regions of 6 provinces (Luangprabang, 

Xiengkhouang, Vientiane Manucipality, 

Savannakhet,Champasack,Saravanh)

2,822            -               

4.2.6.7 Mission to follow up the web site implementation for 6 provinces
3,025            -               

4.2.7 IT Training Room -                -               

4.2.7.1 Procurment of Office facilities -                -               

4.2.7.2 IT room renovation and interior decoration -                -               

4.5 Input                   -   

4.5.1 ICT consultant/support staff           12,000                   -   

4.5.2 Pool of National Environmental Consultants             4,200                   -   

4.5.3 Web site and Internet service fee             6,000                   -   

4.5.4 IT hardware and software maintenance             3,600                   -   

4.5.5 Office facilities: conference table, chairs, desks, etc           10,000                   -   

4.5.6 Equipments: Wifi, computer, printer, speaker, software, hardware, etc           52,500                   -   

4.5.7 Office running includes in PM budget                   -                     -   

4.5.8 Scholarship           10,000                   -   

4.3 A communication action plan is prepared and implemented 

annually
                  -   

4.3.1 Training in communication skills             2,000                   -   

2011 2012 Budget (EUR) Comments

1 2 3 4
Activities
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GoF GoL

4.3.2 Develop communication guideline             1,000                   -   

4.3.3 consultation workshop on communication guideline             1,500                   -   

4.3.4 Support to networking in communication activities             1,500                   -   

4.3.5 Planning and supporting of communication campaign (such as 

seminar, drawing contest, trees planting) with other agencies for 

celebration of world environmental day on 05 June 2012

            4,000                   -   

        168,113             2,000 

Activities

2011 2012 Budget (EUR) Comments

1 2 3 4

Total
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Component 5: One Year Plan (Oct-2011  Sept-2012)
Environmental Management Support Programme (EMSP), LAO PDR and MFA of Finland 2010 - 2014

GoF GoL

5.1 Result 1: Laboratory is equipped with appropriate technology which are used for 

delivering services in national WQ and compliance monitoring 

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep

5.1.1 Follow up on laboratory construction Regularly meetings with WB

5.1.2a Procurement of field and sampling equipment Phase 1                 4,811 -                

5.1.2b

Procurement of field and sampling equipment Phase 2
              20,500 -                Activity postponed from 2nd 6 month WP          

5.1.3 Procurement of chemicals and equipment Phase 1                 4,569 -                

5.1.4 Procurement of temporary laboratory facilities                  2,945 -                www.ratesfx.com USD=0.693 Eur                     

5.1.3b Procurement of lab equipment Phase 2               60,100 -                

5.1.3c Procurement glassware & utensils & chemicals               25,000 -                

5.1.5 Upgrading laboratory process: installation of equipment

5.1.6 Upgrading laboratory process: calibration of equipment

5.1.7 Phase I Laboratory analysis part of basic water quality parameters

5.1.8 Phase II Full set of WQ Analysis

M 5.1.2 Field and sampling equipment procurement contracts signed

M 5.1.3 Additional laboratory equipment, glassware, chemicals procurement contracts signed

M 5.1.5 Installation of equipment completed

M 5.1.6 Calibration of laboratory equipment completed ready for use

M 5.1.7 First round of basic water quality analysis completed  

5.2 Result 2: Laboratory staff are trained to the level of international certification and using 

their new skills5.2.1 Development of staff capacity bulding plan 

5.2.2 Workshop/Training on laboratory planning and administration for laboratory staff 6,000                -                Expect Jari's input

5.2.3 OTJ for Phase I Laboratory analysis part of basic water quality parameters

5.2.4 OTJ Phase II Full set of WQ Analysis

5.2.5 Training on basic WQ data assessment

5.2.6 Revision of SOP for basic WQ analysis for surface WQM (incl. major/minor constituents, 

nutrient, trace metals, BOD and COD)5.2.7 Training on English language               12,000 -                Vientiane College (20 staff), Two terms 

each p 

5.2.8 Study tour in Thailand 12,500              -                

5.2.9 Scholarships for long-term training 25,000              -                

M 5.2.4 Certification body established
M 5.2.5 Training on basic WQ data assessment completed

M 5.2.6 SOP for WQ analysis WQM including major/minor constituents...completed

5.3 Result 3: Water quality sampling is credible and reliable 

5.3.1 mini WQ Monitoring towards Certification Scheme (WERI staff professional experience) 8,000                -                Sampling along NNRiver

5.3.2 Workshop/Training on sampling for provincial personnel (coordinate Demonstration Project) 35,000              -                Workshop (5ws x 7,000 = 

35,000)Nnbasin+DoNREs+WERI…

5.3.3 Developing and testing of sample transportation method and receiving protocol                 8,000 -                Postponed from 2nd 6mo                               

M 5.3.1 Hand-over sampling certificate 

5.4 Result 4: Laboratory is operating on a semi-commercial basis

5.4.1 Produtization of laboratory and environmental monitoring services                    -   

5.4.2 Revision and updating of laboratory business plan

M 5.4.2 Revised business plan completed

5.5 Result 5: Results of first national WQ survey available and capacity exists to replicate

Activities
2011 2012

1 2 3 4

CommentsBudget (EUR)
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GoF GoL

5.5.1 Evaluation of existing water quality monitoring activities in Lao PDR

5.5.2 Preparation of plan for national WQM programme

5.5.3 Consultation workshop on national WQM               10,000                    -   Rel. Dep MONRE, Int'l Org, Rel Ministries, 

PNWROsM 5.5.1 Draft plan for national WQM programme

5.6 INPUTS

5.6.1 International laboratory expert

5.6.2 International short term consultant

5.6.3 2 Regional laboratory advisor               84,000 -                (approval by CC on 1st Mar 2011)      

5.6.4 Housing for regional laboratory advisor               13,440 -                 800US*0.7*2*12=13,440Eur                          

5.6.5 Mobilazation of regional laboratory advisor                 2,000 -                                                                                      

5.6.6 WERI support staffs(7 persons)                       -                4,007 

5.6.7 One long term translater/Interpreter 8,400                -                

5.6.8 One driver 2,600                -                

5.6.9 Vehicles 40,000              -                

5.6.10 Office facilities 10,000              -                

5.6.11 Office running cost -                   5,993            

394,865            10,000          

Activities
2011 2012 Budget (EUR) Comments

1 2 3 4

Total
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Component 6: Annual Work Plan (1 Octorber 2011 - 30 September 2012)

Environmental Management Support Programme (EMSP), LAO PDR and MFA of Finland 2010 - 2014

GoF GoL

6.1 Training , Meeting and Workshop Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep

6.1.1 Organize training on OM, FVMM and Procurement for MONRE 

and DONREs staffs

          17,000            -   Link to the used of Demonstration fund for purchasing equipments

M6.1.1 Minute of meeting

6.1.2 Pre-CC meeting             1,600            -   

M6.1.2 Minute of meeting

6.1.3 CC meeting             3,000            -   CC meeting in October postpond from second six month work plan

M6.1.3 Minute of meeting

6.1.4 Organize workshop with line ministries and international 

organizations

            1,000            -   Postpond from last second six month work plan

M6.1.4 Minute of meeting

6.1.5 Joint Work Planning with Workshops with provinces (including 

annual project implementation review meeting, mid-term review, 

close cooperation with Component 3)

          14,000            -   Postpond from last second six month work plan

M6.1.5 Minute of meeting

6.2 Auditing

6.2.1 Project management mission and audits (selected provinces)             4,000            -   

6.2.3 External audit           34,000            -   Postpond from last second six month work plan (because the first and 

second audits will be conducted during November to December 2011 and 

2012, respectively where each audit is estimated to be used 17,000 EUR)

M6.2.3 External audit report

6.2.4 Mid-term review (meeting, mission, etc)           80,000            -   Has confirmed MFA already on 26 September regarding how to use 

80,000 EUR

M6.2.4 Mid-term review report            -   

6.3 Reporting

6.3.1 Monthly financial report

M6.3.1 Financial report

6.3.2
Quaterly progress report together with financial report

M6.3.2 Progress report including financial report

6.3.3 Development of EMSP bruchure and publication                800            -   

Activities
2011 2012 Budget (EUR) Comments

1 2 3 4



GoF GoL

M6.3.3 Bruchure, publication, distribution

6.4 Support MONRE leardership and NEC

6.4.1 Support MONRE learderships on mission           10,000            -   

6.4.2 Support NEC on mission and meeting           10,000            -   

6.5 Office Running

6.5.1 Office running           32,940      4,288 

6.5.2 Computers             3,500            -   Postpond from last second six month work plan due to the delay on 

procurement procedure

M6.5.2 Purchased computers

6.5.3 Facility TA (reforming EMSP office and meeting room, provision 

of equipments for TA)

          13,000            -   Postpond from last second six month work plan due to the delay on 

procurement procedure

M6.5.3 Completion of office reforming

6.5.4 Office facilities (scanner, printer, etc)           10,000            -   Postpond from last second six month work plan due to the delay on 

procurement procedure

M6.5.4 Installation of office facilities

6.5.5 4 vehicles           80,000            -   Postpond from last second six month work plan due to the delay of 

bidding procedure. Additional budget from Component 3

M6.5.5 Purchased vehicles

6.6 Input

6.6.1 One accountant             9,600            -   

6.6.2 One Translator             8,400            -   

6.6.3 One Driver             2,160            -   

6.6.4
One Secretary             3,480            -   

6.6.5 Support 8 accountants of EMSP in studing how to be auditor at 

Pakpasak Technical School "Lao Certified Public Accountants 

            5,000            -   Postpond from last second six month work plan

6.6.6 Purchasing accounting programme             6,000            -   

M6.6.6 Installation of accounting programme

6.6.7 Support DoE staffs (12 staffs) -               6,712     

349,480       11,000   TOTAL

Activities
2011 2012 Budget (EUR) Comments

1 2 3 4



 

Annex 04. Summary of TA inputs and TORs for Short Term Experts 
The Table below presents a summary of TA inputs delivered up to 30 September 2012 and TA 
inputs planned for 1 October 2011 – 30 September 2012. All inputs are in workdays including 
international travel time. 

Position Name 
01/10/10 - 
30/09/11 

01/10/11 - 
30/09/12 

International Long Term Advisers   days days 

Team Leader Mr Peter G. Jensen              219.8                  222.0  

Licencing and Inspection Adviser Mr Jaakko Vesivalo              225.0                  211.0  

Laboratory Adviser Mr Nguyen Thanh Tin              245.0                  222.0  

Associate Expert 

Ms Kirsi Makinen (until 31 

August 2012. New expert from 1 
September 2012)              171.0                  222.0  

International Short Term Experts                860.8                  877.0  

Project Development Expert Mr Morten Riemer                10.0                        -    

Legal Consultant Mr Alex Sanford                  9.0                    11.0  

Environmental Law Expert Mr Norman Sheridan                    -                      12.0  

SEA and Water Quality Expert Dr Wanpen Wirojanagud                54.0                    12.0  

EIA Expert Mr Jean-Noel Duff                45.0                    20.0  

Environmental Permitting Expert Mr Erkki Kantola                    -                      12.0  

Integrated and Strategic Planning Expert Mr Nils Bull                58.0                        -    

Ecological Modelling and Computer 
Programming Expert Mr Henning Mejer                44.0                    15.0  

Other Expert NN                    -                      10.0  

GIS and Database Expert Mr Chorn Nak                18.0                    25.0  

Awareness and Promotion Expert Mrs Gabriela Factor                13.7                    32.0  

Environmental Management Expert Ms Kim Yen                    -                    116.0  

Laboratory Design and Procurement Expert Mr Jari Juhani Pasanen                24.1                    48.0  

Environmental Engineering Expert Dr Thares Srisatit                34.5                    10.0  

Water Quality Measurement and Sampling 
Expert Mr Ari Mäkelä                29.0                    14.0  

EIA and IPPC Expert Mr Jorma Jantunen - 17.0 

Mining and Environment Expert Olli Ilmari Salo                    -                      42.0  

Hydropower and Environment Expert NN                    -                      42.0  

Industry Inspection Expert Raimo Lilja                    -                      15.0  

Water Resources Expert Mika Martunnen                    -                      27.0  



 

Environmental Action Planning Expert Dr Rittirung Junggoth                  9.0                    20.0  

Water Sampling Experts 
Suriya  Sappaso & 
Sawang Saenkaew                    -                      35.0  

  SUM              348.3                  535.0  

 

 

A summary of planned assistance from short term experts during 1 October 2011 to 30 Spetember 
2012 is presented below: 

 

Expert Main Tasks Result 

Mr Alex Sanford 
Legal Expert 

- Training on legal issues related to inspections 
- Input to guideline for inspectors 
- Legal review and input to model ECC 
- Ad hoc training on negotiating environmental and social obligations 

2.1 
2.2 

Mr Norman 
Sheridan 
Environmental Law 
Expert 

- Prepare decree on Strategic Environmental Assessment 

1.1 

Dr Wanpen 
Wirojanagud 
SEA and Water 
Quality Expert 

- Conduct training workshop on preparation of Provincial Environmental Action 
Plans 

-  
1.3 

Mr Jean-Noel Duff 
EIA Expert 

- Preparation of guideline in EIA report writing 
- Training in the use of the EIA guideline 
- Facilitation of consultation workshops on the EIA Guideline 

2.1 

Mr Erkki Kantola 
Environmental 
Permitting Expert 

- Assist with development of model ECC 
- On the job training in environmental licensing 

2.1 

Mr Henning Mejer 
Ecological 
Modeling and 
Computer 
Programming 
Expert 

- Update design of databases, add new features, recheck integrity 
- Update design of web-mapping system and recheck integrity 
- Designing environmental information products or services to be provided on 

the website 
- Conduct training on water quality modeling 

4.1 
2.1 

NN 

- Assist with establishing network of environmental volunteers as part of Nam 
Ngum River Basin Demonstration Project 3.1 

4.3 

Mr Chorn Nak 
GIS and Database 
Expert 

- Conduct training on use of GPS for provincial staff (demo-project) 
- Assist demo-projects with development of GIS layers and mapping of 

environmental features 
- Ad hoc assistance on GIS & GPS 

3.1 

Mrs Gabriela Factor 

- Conduct training on communication action planning and implementation 
- Assist with communication action planning in connection with demo-projects 4.3 

- Provide input to EIA Guideline with respect to social and cross-cutting issues 
- Conduct training on cross-cutting issues related to inspection 
- Provide input to the SEA Guideline with respect to social and cross-cutting 

issues 

2.2 
1.1 



 

Expert Main Tasks Result 

Ms Tran Thi Kim 
Yen 

- Assist with supervision, coordination and management of demonstration 
projects 

- Assist with development and design of demonstration projects 
- Training and technical assistance to DONREs on technical issues related to 

implementation of demonstration projects 
- Technical training for water quality database use and data entry 

3.1 

- Assist with implementation of communication campaigns 
4.3 

- Assist with design and planning of intensive training in basic science 
- Assist with preparation and implementation of self-monitoring and EMS in 

industries 
2.2 

Mr Jari Juhani 
Pasanen 
Laboratory Design 
and Procurement 
Expert 

- Assist with design and layout of the temporary laboratory 
- Assist with Lab staff development planning and implementation  
- OJT of lab staff in lab management 
- Update the NEL business plan based on the latest situation with the 

temporary laboratory including detailed carefully phased capacity building and 
development of laboratory services and operations; 

- Training on the laboratory quality management system for laboratory 
personnel; 

- Develop detailed procurement plans and documents for the permanent NEL 

5.3 
5.4 

Dr Thares Srisatit 
Environmental 
Engineering Expert 

- Conduct training on air and noise pollution from industries 
- Conduct training course on chemicals and hazardous waste management in 

industry 
2.3 

Mr Ari Makela 
Water Quality 
Measurement and 
Sampling Expert 

- Conduct training on water quality monitoring for provincial officers and 
MONRE staff integrated with demo-project (part of certification scheme for 
sampling personnel) 

- Conduct audit of water quality monitoring carried out by WERI and provincial 
officers as part of demo-project (part of certification scheme for sampling 
personnel) 

5.5 

Mr Jorma Jantunen 
EIA and IPPC 
Expert 

- Minimum monitoring requirements guideline for EMMPs 
- Revision of Lao National Environmental Standards 
- Emission Limit Values for individual industries guideline 

2.1 
2.3 

Mr Olli Ilmari Salo 

Mining and 
Environment Expert 

- Prepare mining inspection guideline 
- Conduct training on inspection of mining operations 

2.2 

Hydropower and 
Environment Expert 

- Prepare hydropower sector inspection guideline 
- Conduct training on inspection of hydropower projects 

2.2 

Mr. Raimo Lilja 

Industry 
Inspection Expert 

- Prepare the general inspection guidelines 
- Help in preparation of monitoring plans for ESIA Centers and PCD 
- Training of DESIA staff in conducting inspections 

2.2 

- Prepare self-monitoring guidelines for selected industrial sectors  
- Training of MOIC staff in conducting inspections 

2.3 

Mr Mika Marttunen 
Water Resources 
Expert 

- Training on river basin modeling and Multi Criteria Decision Analysis 
2.2 

- Training and assistance on water quality monitoring framework planning 
- Structure and outline of water quality assessment report 3.1 

Dr Rittirong 
Junggoth 

- Facilitate workshops for provincial officers on SEA of provincial integrated 
plans as part of demonstration project 

- Training and assistance on applying SEA on provincial plans such as 
Integrated Spatial Plans and Socio-Economic Development Plans 

1.3 
3.1 



 

Expert Main Tasks Result 

Suriya  Sappaso & 
Sawang Saenkaew 
Water Sampling 
Experts 

- On-the-job training for DONREs in water sampling and in-situ measurements 
(demo-projects) 

- Conduct measurements of river cross-sections and stream flow 
3.1 

 

Law and Contract Expert 

Position : Law and Contract Expert 

Name : Mr Alex Sanford 

Component 
: Component 2: Environmental certification, monitoring and enforcement of 

environmental conditions 

Result 
: 2.1: Good practices in preparing environmental certificates in MONRE 

2.2: Sustainable inspection and compliance enforcement system 

Assignment Timing 

1. In collaboration with ESIA Department, Department of 

Environment and the other EMSP advisers develop and carry out 

a training program for MONRE and DONRE inspectors. Particular 

responsibility for training of inspectors on legal aspects of 

enforcement; 

2. Legal review and revision of draft model ECC together with 

explanatory notes and guidance to the content of the model ECC. 

In particular assist with developing standard legal wording for 

general matters and technical matters; 10 days 

Deliverables 
Timing 

Training of inspectors 3o June 2012 

Note with comments and recommendations to the draft model ECC and 

legal guidance notes 31  March 2012 

 



 

Environmental Law Expert 

Position : Environmental Law Expert 

Name : Mr Norman Sheridan 

Component 
: Component 1: Integrating environmental issues into strategic planning  

Result 
: 1.3: The procedures are agreed for applying SEA to the socio-economic plan, 

urban and sector planning on the national level 

Assignment Timing 

Law and Policy Division, Component 1: 

1. Prepare decree on SEA based on previous outline and draft SEA 

guideline, lessons learned from SEA training and experiences 

from other countries; 

2. Assist with aligning the SEA guideline and SEA Decree; 

3. Prepare explanatory note on implementation of the SEA Decree; 

4. Facilitate consultation on the draft SEA Decree; 12 days 

Deliverables 
Timing 

Draft final SEA Decree and explanatory note on implementation 15 December 2011 

 

SEA and Water Quality Expert 

Position : SEA and Water Quality Expert 

Name : Dr Wanpen Wirojanagud 

Component 
: Component 1: Integrating environmental issues into strategic planning 

Component 3: DONREs capable of conducting their tasks according to their 

mandate in the EPL 

Result 
: 1.1: GOL capacity in SEA methodology is developed and utilized by MONRE, MPI 

and line ministries 



 

3.1: Priority DONREs preparing and implementing provincial environmental action 

plans in selected environmental issues 

3.2: Compliance monitoring and sampling skills at the provincial level developed 

Assignment Timing 

Law and Policy Division, Component 1: 

1. In cooperation with Law and Policy Division assist with completion 

of the draft SEA Guideline and provide overall guidance on 

application of the guidelines in a SEA Demonstration Project; 

2. Facilitate and guide the development and implementation of a 

Demonstration Project on SEA at provincial level; 

Environment Promotion Division, Component 3: 

1. Preparation for and facilitation of workshops/training on reviewing 

and improving the draft PEAPs and screening the PEAPs against 

the NEAP. One training workshop for the southern provinces; 

2. Facilitate launch of the Demonstration Project on Nam Ngum 

Water Quality Monitoring 12 days 

Deliverables 
Timing 

PEAP training material 30 November 2011 

Final draft SEA Guideline August 2012 

 

Environmental Impact Assessment Expert 

Position : Environmental Impact Assessment Expert 

Name : Mr Jean-Noel Duff 

Component 
: Component 2: Environmental certification, monitoring and enforcement of 

environmental conditions 

Result 
: 2.1: Good practices in preparing environmental certificates in MONRE 

Assignment Timing 

ESIA Department, Component 2: 

1. Finalize EIA Guideline: Collect comments from MONRE, other 

20 days in 2 missions during 
November and December 
2011 



 

concerned agencies including UNDP and EMSP Experts. Prepare 

final English version 

2. Facilitate workshops on the EIA Guideline and note comments and 

recommendations for improving the guideline  

Deliverables Timing 

Guideline in EIA Reporting 31 Dec 2011 

 

Environmental Permitting Expert 

Position : Environmental Permitting Expert 

Name : Mr Erkki Kantola 

Component 
: Component 2: Environmental certification, monitoring and enforcement of 

environmental condition 

Result 
: 2.1: Good practices in preparing environmental certificates in MONRE 

Assignment Timing 

1. Assist ESIA Dept with developing a model Environmental 

Compliance Certificate (ECC) 

2. Prepare explanatory notes to the model ECC 

3. Provide on-the-job training for ESIA Dept staff on international 

practice in environmental licensing and permitting in particular on 

formulating conditions 12 workdays 

Deliverables Timing 

Licensing and permitting training material 28 February 2012 

Draft Model ECC with explanatory notes instructions how to use the model 28 February 2012 

 

Ecological Modelling and Computer Programming Expert 



 

Position : Ecological Modelling and Computer Programming Expert 

Name : Mr Henning Mejer 

Component 
: Component 2: Environmental certification, monitoring and enforcement of 

environmental conditions  

Component 4: Communication and information services 

Result 
: 2.2: Good practices in preparing environmental certificates in MONRE 

4.1: MONRE is regularly feeding productized environmental information into 

national planning processes 

Assignment Timing 

ESIA Department, PCD, WERI, DWR, Component 2: 

1. Prepare and conduct training course in basic concepts of river 

basin modelling; 3 days 

Environmental Data and Information Management Division, Component 4: 

2. Updating, testing and proving design of existing databases and 

web mapping system including manual to enable the system to 

match the requirements for various user groups; 

3. Guide and assist with uploading of databases and web mapping 

system to the Internet, test run and ensure that the systems are 

fully functional; 

4. Collect comments from various user groups and prepare additional 

modifications to the databases and web mapping system; 12 days 

Deliverables 
Timing 

Training material on river basin modelling in EIA 01 March 2012 

Updated databases and web mapping system 30 September 2012 

 

GIS Expert 

Position : GIS Expert 



 

Name : Mr Chorn Nak 

Component 
: Component 1: Integrating environmental issues into strategic planning 

Component 3: DONREs capable of conducting their tasks according to their 

mandate in the EPL 

Result 
: 1.1: GOL capacity in SEA methodology is developed and utilized by MONRE, MPI 

and line ministries 

3.1: Priority DONREs preparing and implementing provincial environmental action 

plans in selected environmental issues 

Assignment Timing 

Law and Policy Division, Component 1: Re application of SEA in planning 

process in cooperation with a Demonstration Project under Component 3: 

1. In cooperation with the Demonstration Project responsible officers 

and EMSP Experts assist with preparation of maps and database 

as part of application of SEA in a demonstration project: 

a. Develop map layers on GIS for selected provinces and 

districts in Lao PDR as a combined planning and strategic 

assessment (SEA); 

b. Assist with conducting various spatial analyses as part of 

application of SEA. Develop map and other graphical 

presentations of the results of the spatial analyses; 

c. Prepare/update ISP map sets for selected province and 

districts; 

d. Assist with designing and maintaining databases for SEA 

and GIS and database assistance to preparation of SEA 

training materials and SEA guideline; 

e. Carry out spatial data analyses as required for the SEA 

training and case studies; 10 days 

Environment Promotion Division, Component 3 re: Nam Ngum River Basin 

Water Quality Monitoring Demonstration Project 

2. Assist with collection of the most recent map/data/satellite imagery 

from other departments, agencies, international organizations and 

prepare updated GIS layers for the Nam Ngum River Basin; 

3. Conduct training in use of GPS combined with Google Earth and 

GIS; 

4. Conduct training on use of water quality database; 

5. Assist with adding GPS tracks and waypoints to GIS layers for the 15 days 



 

Nam Ngum River Basin; 

6. Prepare map layout for printing and web publishing 

7. On-the-job training in development and printing of thematic maps 

on: i) site inspections; ii) water quality monitoring; iii) other relevant 

environmental management issues; 

Deliverables 
Timing 

Map layers and themes for SEA case; 

Spatial data analyses for SEA; 

To be determined as part of 

the demonstration project on 

application of SEA 

Updated map sets for Nam Ngum River Basin designed for water quality 

management; 

Thematic maps and map layers for: i) site inspections; ii) water quality 

monitoring; iii) other relevant environmental management issues; 

To be determined as part of 

the demonstration project on 

Nam Ngum River Basin 

Water Quality Monitoring 

 

Awareness and Promotion Expert 

Position : Awareness and Promotion Expert 

Name : Mrs Gabriela Factor 

Component 
: Component 1: Integrating environmental issues into strategic planning 

Component 2: Environmental certification, monitoring and enforcement of 

environmental conditions 

Component 3: DONREs capable of conducting their tasks according to their 

mandate in the EPL 

Component 4: Communication and information services 

Result 
: 1.1: GOL capacity in SEA methodology is developed and utilized by MONRE, MPI 

and line ministries 

2.1: Good practices in preparing environmental certificates in MONRE 

3.1: Priority DONREs preparing and implementing provincial environmental action 

plans in selected environmental issues  



 

4.3: Communication action plan is prepared and implemented annually 

Assignment Timing 

Law and Policy Division, Component 1: 

1. Review draft SEA Guideline and provide comments and text input 
on social matters, gender and ethnic issues to ensure that such 
issues are properly addressed in the guideline 5 days in November 2011 

ESIA Department, Component 2: 

1. Review draft EIA Guideline and provide comments and text input 
re reporting on social impacts, consultation processes and gender 
and ethnic issues; 

2. Prepare a consultation checklist and train ESIA Staff on how to 
use it as part of actual consultations; 

3. Prepare guideline for developers and their consultants on social 
monitoring minimum requirements for Social Management and 
Monitoring Plans and on structure and content of monitoring 
reports; 

4. Assistance and on-the-job training of ESIA staff on their roles and 

responsibilities in terms of gender and ethnic considerations in the 

EIA process; 

5. Assistance to ESIA Department with respect to its role and 
responsibility on managing and responding to comments from 
stakeholders and the public in connection with the EIA review 
process. Develop Standard Operating Procedures and guideline 
notes; 

10 days in 
November/December 2011 

5 days in March 2012 

Nam Ngum River Basin Water Quality Demonstration Project under 
Component 3: 

1. In cooperation with the Environment Promotion Division, assist 
concerned partners in the demonstration project on how to plan for 
and communicate water quality data back to villagers based on the 
communication action planning guideline; 8 days in March 2012 

Environment Promotion Division, Component 4: 

1. Finalize draft guideline in communication action planning based on 

monitoring and supervision of implementation of actual action 

plans as part of demonstration projects. In particular ensure that 

gender and ethnic issues are monitored and addressed in the 

guideline;  4 days in March 2012 

Deliverables Timing 

Comments and input to the draft SEA Guideline 

Comments and input to the draft EIA Guideline 

Consultation checklist for ESIA Department staff 15 December 2011 

SOPs and guideline notes on managing and responding to comments from 31 March 2012 



 

stakeholders and the public in connection with the EIA review process 

Guideline in social monitoring minimum requirements 

Final Communication Action Planning Guideline 

 

Environmental Management Expert 

Position : Environmental Management Expert 

Name : Ms Tran Thi Kim Yen 

Component 
: Component 2: Environmental certification, monitoring and enforcement of 

environmental conditions 

Component 3: DONREs capable of conducting their tasks according to their 

mandate in the EPL 

Component 4: Communication and information services 

Results 
: 2.3: Polluting industry is practicing self-monitoring and using environmental 

management systems to control hazardous emissions 

3.1: Priority DONREs preparing and implementing provincial environmental action 

plans in selected environmental issues 

3.2: DONRE staff have adequate compliance monitoring and sampling skills 

4.3: Communication action plan is prepared and implemented annually 

Assignment Timing 

PCD, MOIC and ESIA Department, Component 2: 

1. Cooperate with the National University of Lao and prepare 
intensive training course on basic science for ESIA Department 
staff and PCD; 

2. Follow-up, evaluate and guide the use of consultation checklist 
developed by other EMSP Expert; 

3. Assistance and on-the-job training of MOIC, PCD and ESIA staff in 

terms of application of inspection guidelines for industries in 

particular on wastewater treatment; 

4. Assistant lecturer on training course on hazardous chemicals 

management; 

5. In close cooperation with MOIC, PCD and ESIA Department and 

Intermittent inputs of approx. 
20-30 days each during the 
period from 25 October 2011 
– 31 September 2012 



 

interested industries, develop action plan for self-monitoring and 

application of environmental management systems for the 

interested industries. Guide and monitor through practice the 

implementation of the action plan; 

Nam Ngum River Basin Water Quality Demonstration Project under 
Component 3: 

1. In cooperation with the PCD, EPD, NNRBC and DONREs of 
Luang Prabang, Vientiane and Xieng Khuang assist with 
coordination, daily management of the Demonstration Project, 
progress reporting and coordination with other EMSP 
Components; 

2. Develop structure of detailed water quality monitoring plans for the 
DONREs based on the framework plan prepared by the NNRBC. 
Guide and assist the DONREs with completion of the detailed 
plans; 

3. Review and check field data reports from the DONREs; 

4. Develop outline of communication material for water quality; 

5. Follow-up on communication action plans for communicating water 
quality data back to villagers, and guide implementation. Monitor 
the implementation of the communication activities and provide 
guidance on how to ensure that gender and ethnic issues are 
monitored and addressed in the communication; 

6. Regularly review water quality data and conduct day-to-day 
training of PCD, EPD, NNRBC and DONREs staffs involved in the 
Demonstration Project on water quality assessment; 

7. Regularly check and follow-up on water quality data management 

Intermittent inputs of approx. 
20-30 days each during the 
period from 17 October 2011 
– 31 September 2012 

Deliverables Timing 

Intensive Basic Science Course; Modules, session plan, learning content 

and objectives, learning approach, lecturers 30 November 2011 

Action plan for self-monitoring and application of environmental 

management systems for the interested industries 30 November 2011 

Progress report on implementation of Action Plan for self-monitoring and 

application of environmental management systems in industries 31 March 2012 

Structure of detailed water quality monitoring plans for the DONREs based 

on the framework plan prepared by the NNRBC 15 January 2012 

Quarterly progress report on implementation of the Demonstration Project 15 April and 15 July 2012 

 

Laboratory Design and Procurement Expert 



 

Position : Laboratory Design and Procurement Expert 

Name : Mr. Jari Juhani Pasanen 

Component 
: Component 5: Establishment of National Environmental Laboratory (NEL) 

Result 
: 5.1: Laboratory equipped with appropriate technology to deliver basic services in 

national water quality in compliance monitoring and for river basin modelling 

5.2: Developing the laboratory services into semi-commercial application 

5.3: Water quality sampling is crediable and reliable 

Assignment Timing 

2. Review on the temporary laboratory design, layout and analytics 

based on the NEL business plan and the environment monitoring 

program. Based on the review, develop adjustments to the design, 

equipment and instrumentation of the temporary laboratory; 

3. Prepare lab staff development plan as outlined in the Lab 

Upgrading Action Plan and assist WERI Management with staff 

interviews, development of CVs, training needs assessment and 

training plans for each lab staff; 

4. Prepare detailed procurement plan and all required procurement 

documents for Phase I and II of the Lab Upgrading Plan; 

5. Update the NEL business plan based on the latest situation with 

the temporary laboratory including detailed carefully phased 

capacity building and development of laboratory services and 

operations; 

6. Training on the laboratory quality management system for 

laboratory personnel; 

7. Prepare work plans for mini-pilot water quality monitoring program 

and assist with training and supervision of the monitoring activities; 

17 days in November-

December 2011 

1. Review and evaluate the laboratory performance (WERI) and the 

situation with respect to the permanent NEL. Update the NEL 

business plan based on the review and evaluation and include a 

detailed carefully phased capacity building and development plan 

for the permanent laboratory services and operations; 

2. Develop detailed procurement plans and all required procurement 

documents for the permanent NEL; 

3. Supervise lab operations, review and update lab management 

SOPs and lab analyses SOPs; 

4. Training on the laboratory quality management system for 

laboratory personnel; 31 days in May/June 2012 



 

Deliverables Timing 

Lab staff development plan, staff CVs, training plans 15 December 2011 

Updated and detailed NEL business plan (1
st
 mission) 15 December 2011 

Procurement documents for temporary lab upgrading Phase I and II 1 December 2011 

Temporary laboratory design and analytical plan 15 December 2011 

Training program implemented for laboratory personnel 15 December 2011 

Updated and detailed NEL business plan (2
nd

 mission) 30 June 2011 

Procurement documents for permanent NEL 30 June 2011 

 

Environmental Engineering Expert 

Position : Environmental Engineering Expert 

Name : Dr Thares Srisatit 

Component 
: Component 2: Environmental certification, monitoring and enforcement of 

environmental conditions 

Result 
: 2.3: Polluting industry is practicing self-monitoring (SM) and using environmental 

management systems to control hazardous emissions. 

Assignment Timing 

1. Prepare and conduct intensive training courses on industrial 

environmental management for MOIC and MONRE staffs: 

a. Air pollution treatment and control; 

b. Industrial waste and chemicals management; 10 days 

Deliverables Timing 

Training material on air pollution 15 October 2011 

Training material on industrial waste and chemicals management 30 May 2012 



 

 

Water Quality Measurement and Sampling Expert 

Position : Water Quality Measurement and Sampling Expert 

Name : Mr. Ari Mäkelä 

Component 
: Component 5: Establishment of National Environmental Laboratory (NEL) 

Result 
: Result 5.3: Water quality sampling is credible and reliable 

Result 5.5 Results of first national water quality survey available and capacity exist 

to replicate 

Assignment Timing 

WERI, Component 5: 

1. Prepare detailed training plan for certification scheme for water 

sampling and on-site and in situ water quality measurements; 

2. Conduct training of DONRE, PCD and WERI staff on water 

sampling and on-site and in situ water quality measurements as 

part of the Demonstration Project for Nam Ngum River Basin 

Water Quality Monitoring;  

3. Supervise and provide training on water sampling and in situ water 

quality measurements as part of WERI’s mini pilot water quality 

monitoring. Review and revise sampling manual and SOPs; 

4. Assist with development of a framework plan for water quality 

monitoring under the Nam Ngum River Basin Demonstration 

Project. This should be provided in close cooperation with the 

partners in the Demonstration Project through conducting training, 

preparing structure and overview of content with explanatory 

notes, reviewing draft plan proposals and preparation of technical 

design recommendations;  

5. Supervise and audit the water sampling and on-site and in situ 

water quality measurements as part of the Demonstration Project 

for Nam Ngum River Basin Water Quality Monitoring; 

14 days in January 2012 

Possible additional input in 

June and or August 2012 

Deliverables Timing 

Revised water quality sampling manual and SOPs 28 February 2012 

Training on in water sampling and on-site and in situ water quality 

measurements for rivers and reservoirs 28 February 2012 



 

Structure, outline and explanatory notes for the Water Quality Framework 

Plan of the Nam Ngum River Basin Demonstration Project 28 February 2012 

 

 

EIA and Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control Expert 

Position : EIA and IPPC Expert 

Name : Mr Jorma Jantunen 

Component 
: Component 2: Environmental certification, monitoring and enforcement of 

environmental conditions 

Result 
: 2.1: Good practices in preparing environmental certificates in MONRE 

Assignment Timing 

1. Familiarize with Lao PDR EIA system, practice and guidelines; 

2. Review the Lao National Environmental Standards; prepare 

comments and revisions; 

3. Prepare technical guideline for MONRE on setting emission limit 

values (noise, air, wastewater load and concentration) for 

individual industries/projects; 

4. Conduct training of ESIA, PCD and MOIC staff on how to set 

emission limit values (noise, air, wastewater load and 

concentration) for individual industries/projects; 

5. Prepare guideline for developers and their consultants on 

environmental monitoring minimum requirements for 

Environmental Management and Monitoring Plans and on 

structure and content of monitoring reports; 

6. Facilitate workshop to solicit comments from MONRE and other 

concerned agencies; 

7. Prepare final English version of guideline in monitoring minimum 

requirements; 
17 days in February/March 
2012 

Deliverables Timing 

Comments and revisions to the Lao National Environmental Standards 13 March 2012 

Guideline in monitoring minimum requirements 31 March 2012 

Guideline in setting emission limit values for individual industries/projects 31 March 2012 

 



 

Mining Inspection Expert 

Position : Mining Inspection Expert 

Name : Mr Olli Ilmari Salo 

Component : Component 2: Environmental certification, monitoring and enforcement of 

environmental conditions 

Result : 2.2: Sustainable inspection and compliance enforcement system 

Assignment Timing 

1. In close cooperation with the ESIA Department, PCD, EMSP Long 

Term Inspection and Licencing Adviser and the CTA, prepare a 

staff development plan for each prospective mining inspector and 

assist with staff interviews, development of CVs, training needs 

assessment and training plans for each staff; 

2. Prepare inspection guideline for mining projects based on the 

general guideline; 

3. Conduct training in the use of the Mining Inspection Guideline; 

4. Prepare outline of mining monitoring plan for the Mining and 

Industry Centre in ESIA Department and train staff in how to 

complete the plan. Review and comment on draft plan prepared by 

the Centre; 

5. Conduct structured on the job training in conducting inspections of 

mining projects; 

6. Evaluate the performance of the staff trained in inspection of mining 

projects; 

42 days divided in 

two missions in 

December 2011 and 

January/February 

2012 respectively 

Deliverables Timing 

Mining Inspection Guideline 28 February 2012 

Staff Development Plans 28 February 2012 

 

 

Hydropower Inspection Expert 

Position : Hydropower Inspection Expert 



 

Name : Mr  

Component : Component 2: Environmental certification, monitoring and enforcement of 

environmental conditions 

Result : 2.2: Sustainable inspection and compliance enforcement system 

Assignment Timing 

1. In close cooperation with the ESIA Department, PCD, EMSP Long 

Term Inspection and Licencing Adviser and the CTA, prepare a 

staff development plan for each prospective inspector (hydropower) 

and assist with staff interviews, development of CVs, training needs 

assessment and training plans for each staff; 

2. Prepare inspection guideline for hydropower projects based on the 

general guideline; 

3. Conduct training in the use of the Hydropower Inspection Guideline; 

4. Prepare outline of hydropower monitoring plan for the Energy 

Centre in ESIA Department and train staff in how to complete the 

plan. Review and comment on draft plan prepared by the Energy 

Centre; 

5. Conduct structured on the job training in conducting inspections of 

hydropower projects; 

6. Evaluate the performance of the staff trained in inspection of 

hydropower projects; 

42 days in two 

missions in March 

and May 2012 

respectively 

Deliverables Timing 

Hydropower Inspection Guideline 31 May 2012 

Staff Development Plans 31 March 2012 

 

 

Industry Inspection Expert 

Position : Environmental Inspection Expert 

Name : Mr Raimo Lilja 

Component : Component 2: Environmental certification, monitoring and enforcement of 

environmental conditions 



 

Result : 2.2: Sustainable inspection and compliance enforcement system 

2.3: Polluting industry is practicing self-monitoring (SM) and using 

environmental management systems to control hazardous emissions 

Assignment Timing 

1. Prepare the general inspection guideline  

2. Prepare self-monitoring guidelines for selected industrial sectors 

3. Help in preparation of monitoring plans for ESIA Centres and PCD 

4. Support the ESIA dep. and MOIC staff in conducting inspections as 

per need 

17 days in January 

2012 

Deliverables Timing 

Draft General Inspection Guideline 31 January 2012 

Draft Self-Monitoring Guideline for selected industrial sectors 31 January 2012 

 

 

Water Resources Expert 

Position : Water Resources Expert 

Name : Mr Mika Marttunen 

Component 
: Component 2: Environmental certification, monitoring and enforcement of 

environmental conditions  

Component 3: DONREs capable of conducting their tasks according to their 

mandate in the EPL 

Component 5: Establishment of National Environmental Laboratory (NEL) 

Results 
: 2.2: Good practices in preparing environmental certificates in MONRE 

3.1: Priority DONREs preparing and implementing provincial environmental action 

plans in selected environmental issues 

5.5 Results of first national water quality survey available and capacity exist to 

replicate 



 

Assignment Timing 

ESIA Department, PCD, WERI, DWR, Component 2: 

1. Prepare and conduct training course in basic concepts and 

application of multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) in 

environmental impact assessment and river basin management; 5 days in March 2012 

Nam Ngum River Basin Water Quality Demonstration Project under 
Component 3: 

1. Develop structure and outline of a Water Quality Assessment 

Report for the Demonstration Project including explanatory notes 

and guidance; 

2. Review water quality data and other related baseline information 

from the Demonstration Project and develop workshop material; 

3. Facilitate workshop on assessment of water quality as part of the 

preparation of the Water Quality Assessment Report; 

 7 days in March 2012 

15 days in August 2012 

Deliverables 
Timing 

Training material on Multi Criteria Decision Analysis  01 March 2012 

Structure and outline of Water Quality Assessment Report 31 March 2012 

Water quality workshop material 15 August 2012 

 

SEA Facilitation and Training Expert 

Position : SEA Facilitation and Training Expert 

Name : Dr Rittirong Junggoth 

Component 
: Component 1: Integrating environmental issues into strategic planning 

Component 3: DONREs capable of conducting their tasks according to their 

mandate in the EPL 

Result 
: 1.3  SEA is applied in preparation of the socio-economic plan, urban and 

sector planning at the national level, according to agreed procedures 

3.1: Priority DONREs preparing and implementing provincial environmental 



 

action plans in selected environmental issues 

Assignment Timing 

Law and Policy Division, Component 1: Re application of SEA in planning 

process as part of Demonstration Project 

5. Facilitate workshops for provincial and district officers on SEA of provincial 
integrated plans as part of demonstration project; 

6. Training and assistance on applying SEA on provincial and district plans 

such as Integrated Spatial Plans and Socio-Economic Development Plans; 

7. In coordination and cooperation with MONRE and DONRE officers 

and EMSP experts, record lessons learned from application of SEA 

during the demonstration project and integrate relevant lessons 

learned in the SEA Guideline; 

8. Review draft SEA reports prepared as part of the Demonstration 

Project and assist with identifying shortcomings and help with 

making improvements;  

9. Provide assistance and advise to provincial officers with respect to 

preparation and conductance of consultations as part of the SEA 

demonstration project and ensuring the inclusion of vulnerable 

groups and gender considerations in SEA; 

10. In providing assistance, the Expert shall ensure to the extent 

possible that crosscutting issues are taken into account; 

20 days intermittent 

over four missions 

Deliverables Timing 

SEA group work and exercises material (co-author together with the 

International SEA Expert) 

Lecture notes (co-author together with the International SEA Expert) 15 July 2012 

Lessons learned input to the SEA Guideline August 2012 

 

Water Quality Sampling Experts 

Position : Water Quality Sampling Experts (two experts working in a team) 

Name : Mr Suriya  Sappaso & Mr Sawang Saenkaew 

Component 
: Component 3: Strengthening environmental management at the provincial level 



 

Component 5: Establishment of National Environmental Laboratory (NEL) 

Result 
: Result 3.1: Priority DONREs preparing and implementing provincial environmental 

action plans in selected environmental issues; 

Result 3.2: DONRE staff have adequate compliance monitoring and sampling skills 

Result 5.3: Water quality sampling is credible and reliable 

Result 5.5 Results of first national water quality survey available and capacity exist 

to replicate 

Assignment Timing 

DONREs of Luang Prabang, Vientiane and Xieng Khuang Provinces as 

part of the Demonstration Project for Nam Ngum River Basin Water 

Quality Monitoring: 

1. Conduct on the job training of DONRE, PCD and WERI staff on 

water sampling and on-site and in situ water quality 

measurements as part of the Demonstration Project for Nam 

Ngum River Basin Water Quality Monitoring;  

2. Provide instructions in the use of the water quality sampling 

manual and SOPs for the trainees enrolled in the Demonstration 

Project; 

3. Carry out river cross section measurements on the water sampling 

stations and prepare drawings; 

4. Review and comment on sampling log books/field journals 

prepared by the DONRE staff; 

35 days from January to 

August 2012 divided in 

approx. 5 missions 

Deliverables Timing 

River cross sections 31 March 2012 

Field data reports, progress of training, sampling and measurements Immediately after completion 

of each mission 

  

 

 
 

 

 




